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ABSTRACT

Rock and joint properties were reviewed as a basis for

developing the analyses. The review discussed: failure criteria

for the rock; and joint properties. Improved methods of sampling

r. and testing joints were explored in detail. Pile Driver test

sections were used as a basis for analysis.

Two approaches of analysis of the rock to predict performance

of rock bolted and unlined test sections were used. The first

method called finite element was used on one section only. This

method's complexity prevented its application to other sections.

Discontinuities, heterogeneities, and local failures can be taken

into account by finite elements, but the representation is only

two dimensional. Joint influence analysis, the second method,

j , was applied to many sections. In comparison to the finite element

method, joint influence analysis is relatively simple to use.

Joints and rock bolts are assumed not to modify the stress dis-

tribution in the joint influence analysis; however, the method

represents a three dimensional approach.

Comparisons were made to post-shot cross sections of the Pile

Driver openings to evaluate the methods of analysis: The finite

element method is more powerful; the joint influence analysis is

e e t .
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EFFECT OF JOINTS ON THE STRENGTH OF TUNNELS

LH
1. INTRODUCTION

This is a report of an investigation performed under Contract Number

DACA45-67-C-0015 Mod. POO1, between the Corps of Engineers, Omaha District,

and Dr. Richard E. Goodman, as contra tor. It describes results of re-

search on an application of analysis techniques to the Piledriver Drift.

The work was performed during the period, July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968.

This work was specifically tied to the Piledriver Project. An effort was

made to apply previously developed analytical techniques to evaluate the

influence of jointing and faulting in the bedrock on the performance of

Piledriver test drifts. Frequent reference is made to the final reports of

two previous contractsl, 2 .

In the first contract, the principal investigators studied the effect

of geological factors on the behavior of several experimental lined and

unlined sections of the Piledriver test. Particular attention was paid to

the effect of joint planes on the strength of a tunnel under static load.

Consideration was also given to the strengthening effect of rock bolts and

of composite steel-concrete linings. The first contract was a specifically

directed investigation of short duration. In the second contract, several

ideas for analysis of geological factors which had been considered in the

first contract were given further attention and the importance of weakness

surfaces on the mechanics of tunnels was underscored. It was stated that

the technology of description and prediction of joints and fractures was

sufficiently far advanced to permit analysis but that the mechanics of the

IGoodman, R. E., Geological Factors in Desj.gn of Blast Resistant
Tunnels, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Omaha District, Tech. Report No. 2,
September 1966.

2Goodman, R. E., Analysis of Structures in Jointed Rock, U. S. Army,
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District, Tech. Report No. 3, September 1967.
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interaction of joint blocks around an opening had not been considered in

any depth.

Two methods of analysis were proposed and developed to some extent in

the second report. The fi:st was a three-dimensional ubiquitous joint

analysis, referred to also by the more simple title of joint influence

analysis. It involves the calculation of the area around the tunnel within

which the traction across a joint of fixed orientation and given cohesion

and friction is sufficient to induce sliding along or opening of the joint.

The second method of analysis discussed in the second contract report

was a joint stiffness analysis using the method of finite element analysis.

In this method, an attempt is made to compile a mathematical model of a

particular cross section of a tunnel, and to introduce into the model,

representations fot the deformability and strength of both the solid rock

blocks and the joints and fractures between them.

In this report, the two above methods have been applied to analysis

of selected portions of the Piledriver experiment. The Piledriver experi-

ment includes test galleries of various distances from a blast as depicted

in Fig. 1.1. In this study, the CR and DL Drifts shown in Fig. 1.1 were

considered. These drifts include unlined sections, rock-bolted sections,

and lined sections with various combinations of concrete, steel and compres-

sible back-packing. Detailed descriptions of the test openings are given

in a number of other reports and are summarized in Technical Report Number

23.

The principal investigator studied general descriptive information

about the Piledriver test, including geological maps and logs compiled

before the experiment. He made two trips -- one with Dr. Robert Taylor

and one alone -- to examine the failure pattern and damage patterns of drifts

after the blast. He also studied post-blast cross sections and profiles,
i4

portions of the Corps of Engineers Report describing damage in the drifts4,

and post-shock geological notes made by the geologist on the pre-construction

logs. Work was performed at 131 Montrose Road, Berkeley, California, and

at the University of California Computer Center. One progress report was

3op. cit., p. 1.
4Chapter 4, Piledriver Report POR 4015.
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sent on January 12, describing joint influence analysis in DL drift. This

document includes all the information contained in that progress report.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the method

of mathematical modeling for tunnels in jointed rock including modifications

made to finite element analysis methods used herein. Methods of developing

geologic cross sections from construction logs are described and there is

a discussion of the properties to be assigned to the rock blocks, including

deformability and strength. A new criterion of failure for Piledriver rock

was incorporated in the study and is described in this section. The pro-

perties of joint surfaces are discussed and the methods of sampling and

testing joints to determine their deformability and strength properties

are reviewed. Typical shear-displacement curves are presented for the

various kinds of joint surfaces that are known to occur. Extensive data

on joint strength and deformability properties are presented in a series
of tables compiled from many sources around the world. Finally, at the

end of this section, the application of the modeling technique to the DL

drift is discussed.

Section 3 describes the use of the joint influence diagram method to

DL and CR drifts. The method of constructing and using joint influence dia-

grams is reviewed, and the state of stress around each of the tunnels adopted

for the analysis is presented. Analyses were made every 10 feet throughout

CR lateral and CR north drift and throughout DL 1 and DL 2. At every cross

section considered, the results of analysis are presented in a series of

figures and compared with the actual damage patterns revealed after the blast.

Computer programs used in this work are presented in the Appendix.
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2. HATHEMATICAL MODELING OF TUNNELS IN JOINTED ROCK

2.1 GENERAL - FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The finite element method was used to construct mathematical models

of selected cross sections in C and D drifts. The methods used were des-

cribed in the two previous reports5 . Several modifications and additions

were introduced in the course of this investigation, to allow for incremental

loading of large systems of rock blocks and joints under plane strain condi-

tions with large displacements. The computer program used in the analyses

is included in Appendix 1 together with explanatory notes on its operation.

The results of computations can be no better than the quality of the

input data: "These are: the structural geology of the cross sections; the

properties of the rocks; and the properties of the joints.

2.2 GEOLOGICAL DATA

The general geology of the Piledriver drifts is well known from geo-

logical logs of the walls and roof of the drifts prepared by Corps of Engineers

geologists, J. Zeltinger and Harold Jack. Fig. 2.1 presents, for example,

the logs for DL 1 and 2. These logs provide the information for preparation

6f detailed cross sections showing the outlines of joint bounded blocks

around the tunnel. Fig. 2.2 shows how these detailed sections are prepared
by projection and extrapolation. Thus, cross sections of the drifts can

be constructed as in Fig. 2.3.

The detailed geologic sections present data on the distribution of

joints and defects and the shape of rock blocks behind the tunnel walls.

From these data, a finite element computing mesh can be compiled. In the

subsequent analysis, obviously the shapes of the blocks delimited by the net-

work of discontinuities is very important. The confidence with which this

is known is greatest closest to the wall of the tunnel where the extrapolation

of geological data required is m'nimum, fortunately, this is the most important

5op. cit., p. 1
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region for the analysis. Unfortunately, joints which parallel the tunnel

axis behind the wall may not be seen in the tunnel and the only way they

can be placed on the cross sections is by rngularly repeating joints of

the same orientation that do intersect the tunnel. However, a slight in-

accuracy in the placement of a single joint will lead to fictitious slivers

and wedges of rock which may tend to fail by bending and crushing as the

joint blocks move; thus, it is important to dafine the correct cross section

as accurately as possible. Use of a bore hole stratascope, camera, or tele-

vision device would add a new dimension of precision to the development of

geologic cross sections and, therefore, is very strongly recommended for

studies of- this type.

The accuracy of the geologic projections can be checked in transition

sections where tunnels go from one size to another, in end sections where

a drift terminates and in sharp bends wher% drifts are passing through joints

previously seen around the bend. The quality of projection in the example

gLven for DL 1 and 2 is presented in Fig. 2.4, where the projected end

section can be compared with the actually logged section. The general

trends are correct but there is much inaccuracy in the configurations of

individual blocks. The primary difference is the offsetting of the D joints

by the A shears, a factor not con&idered in making these projections.

Greater precision is achieved close to the walls than in the center of the

end plate or far behind the walls.

2.3 ROCK PROPERTIES

The properties of the Piledriver rock, previously described6, were

determined by the Missouri River Division Laboratory by direct pull tension,

and unconfined and triaxial compression tests. The intact rock specimens

acted as brittle, linear elastic solids at confining pressures as high as

3000 psi. The tensile strength was 1450 psi and the average unconfined

compre)ssive strength was 30,500 psi. The modulus of elasticity was 11.0 to

12.0 x i06 psi in compression and 8.0 x 106 psi in tension.

6Technical Report Number 2 (op. cit., p. 1)
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The criterion of failure adopted for previous work based on the test

data was adapted from the Griffith and Modified Griffith theories of failure.

This is a two dimensional approach in which the intermediate principal stress

is ignored. A new approach is introduced herein where the three principal

stresses are all considered by using a power law in terms of octahedral

stresses.

(1) Power Law Failure Criterion

The criterion of failure of rocks may be expressed in terms of three

principal stresses, or invariants formed from them. In a three axis prin-

cipal stress space, the criterion of failure would delimit a closed solid

surface within which the coordinates of any point define a stable combina-

tion of principal stresses. In detail, it is not known what the shape of
the failure surface is for the various classes of rocks. However, all rocks
have a relatively small tensile strength and show an increase in compressive

strength with confining pressure at a rate which decreases with higher

confinements. Jaeger7 has suggested that the failure surface for rocks

may be a solid of revolution about the line making equal angles with the

stress axes (the hydrostatic axis). He suggested a paraboloid of revolution

obtained by rotating the Griffith Parabola about the hydrostatic axis.

Any solid of revolution about the hydrostatic axis can be expressed as a

curve in a plane defined by octahedral shearing stress (Toct) as ordinate

and octahedral normal stress (Coct) as abscissa; these quantities are

expressible in terms of principal stresses as follows:

Toct 1(Ol - a2)2 + (02 _ 03)2 + (03 _ 0 l ) 2 (2-1)

and

Goct (1 + 02 + 03) (2-2)

Rather than constraining the failure law to conform to a specific

curve, e.g. parabaloid or cone, a more general power law relation between
Toct and aoct has been adopted, i.e.

7Proceedings 8th Symposium on Rock Mechanics, AIME, 1966, p. 3-57.'
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T oct N + D (2-3)

This is simply an empirical criterion of failure conforming to the constraint

that it represent a solid of revolution about the hydrostatic axis in prin-

cipal stress space. To apply this criterion, Eq. 2-3 shall also be written

in logarithmic form, as follows:

logl0 (Toct - N) = A + B logl0
0oct (2-4) H

(Ooct > 0)

where A has been written in place of logl0 D. D, B, and N are strength

constants of the material. The dimensionless constant B describes the cur-

vature of the failure surface. D and N, whose values depend on the system

of units employed, describe something like the friction and cohesion. N

is the value of the octahedral shear stress when the octahedral normal stress

is 0. It could be determined directly from a pure shear test on a plate of

rock (01 = 03; 02 = 0), or from a torsion test of a solid cylinder of rock.

N can be estimated as the intercept on the TOct axis of the failure curve,

plotted from test data in the aoct - T oct plane. Another method of estimating

N would be to calculate N from a formula derived for the special case of

Mohr-Coulomb theory.

A three-dimensional generalization of the Mohr-Coulomb theory is repre-

sented by Eq. 2-3 if B is equal to 1. From triaxial test data, one may

calculate a Mohr-envelope and determine the constants 4 (the angle of internal
friction), and c (the shear strength intercept or cohesion). Toct and aOc t

may also be calculated from triaxial compression test results, as follows

(compare with Eqs. 2-1, 2-2)

IfITOC t  3 (Ulf - p) (2-5)

0oct = 0lf + 2p (2-6)
3

where p equals the confining pressure and Olf = the axial pressure at the

time of failure. Substituting these expressions in Eq. 2-3 yields the

expression

1
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IOlf + 2pl
S-N + (2-7)-3 (lf- P) - NI D

For the case where B 1 1, Eq. 2-7 simplifies to

3N 2D +I01f /2-D -D (2-8)

The analogous formula for the Mohr-Coulomb theory is:

alf 2 c tana + tan2a p (2-9)

where a = (45 + 0/2).

By comparing Eqs. 2-8 and 2-9, one may write the two identities:

3N N2 c tana (2-10)
YI2 - D

2D+V = tan2a (2-11)
/2 - D

which may be solved for N. to yield

N = 2 c tan(45 + 0/2) (2-12)
2 + tan 2 (45 + */2)

Eq. 2-12 may be used to gain an estimate of N in order to determine the

constants A and B from actual failure data. One may also solve Eqs. 2-10

and 2-11 f-- D to yield:

D 2 [tan 2 (45 + 4/2) - 1]

2 + tan2 (45 + 4/2)

Eq. 2-13, together with Eq. 2-12, provides values for the strength constants

D and N, with B = 1, representing an extension of the Mohr-Coulomb theory to

three dimensions by rotation about the hydrostatic axis to form a cone.

Ii
,+ :
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However, it would be more sensible to determine the best values of the

strength constants by empirical means.

The procedures for determining the values of D, B, and N to fit actual

test data are as follows:

1. Convert the breaking stresses, in laboratory or field strength

tests, to octahedral normal and shear stresses using Eqs. 2-1

and 2-2. In the triaxial compression test, for example, with ---

confining pressure p and axial stress at failure Glf , (a, =

alf and G2 = a 3 = P)

Goct (f 3 + p (2-14)

and

Toct = v- (alf - p) (2-15)

while in the uniaxial tension test, with tensile strength = -Gt,

at
Uoct = -- (2-16)

and

Toct - -F at (2-17)

2. Determine N. It may be computed from Eq. 2-12 (4 and c must be

determined first), or, if data exist in the region of low octa-

hedral normal stresses, e.g. tension or torsion or simple shear

test, it may be determined graphically by plotting the values of

aoct and Toct at failure on arithmetic graph paper and sketching

a smooth curve to find the value of Toct when Uoct = 0. If data

are available only from confined and unconfined compression tests,

the latter method will not be sufficiently accurate.

3. Jetermine D and B by plotting the data to log-log scale. The

ordinate is logl0 (Toct - N) and the abscissa is loglO (aoct).

The best fit straight line yields the constants A and B (Eq. 2-4);

then, D = log-IA.
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In employing the graphical procedure above, one must be careful to

avoid prejudicing the data because of scatter in repeated unconfined com-

pression or tension tests. The octahedral stresses calculated from any set

of unconfined compression tests must lie along the straight line TOct

'r2oct Similarly, scattered data from repeated uniaxial tension tests be

along the line T -/2 aoct. To avoid prejudicing the data, for results

of unconfined compression or tension tests, only one point, the one corres-

ponding to the average strength, should be converted to octahedral stresses

and graphed.

Figs. 2..5 and 2.6 show strength data plotted in this way for Piledriver

rock. In Fig. 2.5, the arithmetic plot of Toct versus aoct based on com-

pression tests is curved slightly downward. The uniaxial tension strength

of -1450 psi yield§ the point Toct 2 +685 psi, aoct = -484 psi. The inter-

polated value of N is 1300 psi. Eq. 2-12, with = 560 and c = 3600 psi,

gives N = 2,540 psi. In Fig. 2-6, lOgl0 (Toct - N) is plotted against

logl0 (ooct) for both values of N and for N - 0. The set of points corres-

ponding to N = 1300 psi provide the least scatter about a straight line fit.

The rock strength constants for the three cases are as follows:

(1) (2) (3)

N = 0 N = 1300 psi N = 2450 psi

D = 6.60 D = 2.95 D = 1.14

B = 0.88 B = 0.91 B - 1.00

The second case was adopted as the failure law for the Piledriver rock, i.e.

T Oct = 1300 + 2.95 aoc t 0.1 2-8

For a parabaloid (Griffith theory in three dimensions), B = 0.5, while

B = 1.0 for a cone (a generalization of Modified Griffith and Mohr-Coulomb

theories). Franklin8 reviewed data from many triaxial tests and found

that most data fall between the modified Griffith and Griffith theories,

meaning that the failure surface curves downward slightly as confining pres-

sure is increased, but in general, not so much as predicted by the Griffith

8Franklin, J. A., A Strength Criterion for Rock, Imperial College

Rock Mechanics Research Project Number 6, 1968. Ce.
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theory. The Piledriver quartz monzonite strength data fall within the

observed range.

(2) Failure Law When aoct Is Negative

When the octahedral normal stress becomes tensile, mathematical dif-

ficulty is experienced in working ;ith Eq. 2-3. Hoek9 suggested that the

controlling strength parameter is simply the uniaxial tension test in this

region, i.e. the rock- breaks when the minor principal stress is less than

the uniaxial tensile strength. This criterion has been adopted herein.

Another possibility would be to adopt the maximum extension strain criterion

advanced by TrollopeI0 in which the greatest extension strain, in any com-

bined stress state, is unsafe if it exceeds the strain at failure in a uni-

axial tension test. It would be a simple matter to introduce this criterion

in the computations.

The properties adopted for the rock are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.4 JOINT PROPERTIES

(1) Importance of Joints

Much has been written in recent years about the significance of planes

of weakness on the stability of structures and excavations in hard rock.

It is quite possible that a person reviewing the recent publications and

reports in the field of rock mechanics might become wearied by all of these

references to fractures, discontinuities, faults and their impact, he might

feel that the problem has been overstated. Nothing could be farther from

the truth. In an excavation in hard rock, such as the granitic rock of the

Piledriver Drift, if joints and defects of the rock mass are not considered,

it is very hard to demonstrate why a drift should fail, even if it is un-

lined. Post-shock evaluation of the test sections at intermediate range

9Hoek, E., Rock Fracture Under Static Stress Conditions, CSIR Report
MEG 383, October 1965.

10Duncan, J. M. and Goodman, R. E., Methods of Analysis for Rock Slopes,
U. S. ArW Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station, 1968, p. 45.
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reveals conclusively that the relative movement of joint-bounded blocks ws

the most important single criterion in causing damage to lined and unlined

sections.

To demonstrate the importance of joints in a tunnel in hard rock, the

computer methods used herein were applied to the study of a circular tunnel

section in homogeneous hard rock with the properties of the Piledriver

quartz monzonite. (These properties are listed in Table 2.1.) Fig. 2.7

shows the finite element mesh (PD-5) used for this analysis. A static pres-

sure was applied horizontally in increments of 4000 psi, reaching a peak

pressure of 32,000 psi. Simultaneously, vertical compression of 0.43 x the

blast pressure was applied to represent the confinement in the wave front.

With these boundary conditions, there is no tension developed, theoretically,

at any point around the opening, but very significant compressive stresses

developed intfhe tangential direction at the roof and floor. No element

in the finite element mesh experienced failure at any stage in the incre-

mental loading process, even when 32,000 psi had been reached. Unquestionably,

the wall rock at the top and bottom of the opening would have broken. How-

ever, the surface layer of finite elements cannot represent the stresses

on the surface but rather at the element centers, which for this mesh were

approximately 1/32 of a radius behind the wall. Even though this is a short

distance behind the wall, the stress gradient is so steep that the stresses

had already reached tolerable values and no failure was predicted by the

failure criterion adopted.

In order to examine a situation with more severe loading conditions a

second case was investigated where the ratio of free field pressures was

0.25, i.e. the vertical pressure was 25% of the blast pressure. This would

correspond to a value of Poisson's ratio of 0.2 and is more drastic than

the actual wave motion believed to have been experienced in the Piledriver

Drifts. At this confining ratio, some tension develops in the 0* and 1800

walls. The progress of failure with increasing increments of applied pres-

sure is plotted in Fig. 2.8. With the first increment, 4,000 psi blast

pressure, no elements had failed; at 8,000 psi, two elements had failed in

the tensile region (Fig. 2,8a). The volume of rock which was actually dis-

turbed by this very significant stress is not great and it is quite possible

that had there been a rock bolt reinforcement or steel lining, nothing very

'4



severe in the way of change would have occurred in the tunnel, By the

time pressure of 32,000 psi had been reached, damage had extended to only

five elements, encompassing only those elements near the horizontal diameter

adjacent to or just behind the wall (Fig. 2.8c). No elements are shown

as failed at 900 (roof) as the stresses at element centers were tolerable,

even at P1 = 32,000 psi.

While the type of failure pattern described above pay be relevant to

the case of an unreinforced hole of small diameter for the installation of

telephone conduit, it has very little to do with the case of lined or bolted

16 foot diameter opening in rock. The localized crushing and slabbing of

rock which was observed underground in some of the drifts must represent the

stress concentration effect of geological weakness planes on the inter-

vening blocks. In order to make an analysis of this factor, it is necessary

to gain samples of the weakness planes, to test them, to determine their

strength and stiffness, and to construct a finite element mesh. The subject

of sampling and testing natural joint surfaces is not well known in the

United States 'ut has been advanced .'n the last two years to a significant

level of achievement in Western Europe. The following discussion relates

to some of the findings of these investigations.

(2) Methods of Sampling Joints

In order to determine the-mechanical properties of natural joint surfaces,

-it -is necessary to produce samples of significant size in the laboratory for

shear testing. In some cases, the natural joint surfaces are so regular,

smooth and planar, that the creation of artificial joints by sawing of other-

wise intact cores provides realistic specimens for analysis. Another method

is by breaking beams il the field or in the laboratory and testing the arti-

ficial shear or extension features as developed. One may also sample joints

by selecting blocks in an outcrop which are mated, carefully sculpting and

removing them and fitting them into a laboratory shear machine. It is also

possible to drill across joints in the field, either normal to the joints,

parallel to the joints, or at a pre-set angle to the joints. Finally, it is

possible to remove blocks containing joints by drilling, trepanning or even

wire sawing in the field. All of these methods will be discussed.
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Artificial Joints. A large number of friction tests have been don-

ducted in laboratories by sawing intact cores of rock. The two pieces may

then be mounted in a direct shear box by setting in Portland cement or

epoxy resin, or fitted inside a triaxial device. In the latter case, the

diamond saw cut must be at about 45-60 to the ends of the core. Tests of

this type were conducted by the Corps of Engineers in the Missouri River Div.

Laboratory. They will be discussed in the next section, It is doubtful

that an unmodified diamond saw cut is a very good model of a natural joint

surface. Joints owe their origin to breakage of rock under extension or

shear. Extensional joints are characteristically rough. While shear features

are smooth, they invariably contain a filling of gouge, clay, or crushed

rock. A diamond saw specimen can model a natural joint if a gouge-like

layer is developed on the diamond cut surface. Research in this area is

being pursued at the University of Illinois ky Mr. J. Coulson under the

direction of Professor Donald Deere. Diamond saw specimens are polished to

specified smoothness and then sheared at high normal pressure. This pro-

duces slickensides and crushed material on the joint surface which resembles

slickensided surfaces sometimes seen on naturally occurring shear joints.

The repeated cycles of loading of such specimens are then reasonable models

of the actual in situ mechanical characteristics of the joint surface.

Fig. 2.9 shows a typical specimen of an artificial joint in the University

of Illinois test series.

Dr. M. DeFreitas and Dr. John Knill in the Department of Geology at

Imperial College, London, have been studying the shear behavior of arti-

ficially induced extension joints in granite. Rock blocks containing joints

are brought to the laboratory from the quarry where they have been produced

in hard rock by impact of simple beams. The matching rock pieces are laid

on the laboratory table and a mold for the shear box is accurately positioned

(Fig. 2.10a). The joint specimen is cemented into the mold with epoxy cement

and then the mold is removed and the specimen is placed in the direct shear

machine for testing. The joints produced and tested in this manner are ty-

pically rough extension joints, with a waviness of several centimeters (Fig.

2.10b). Dr. DeFreitas has been studying the effect of joint -roughness on

the shear characteristics and in fact has been measuring the shape of the

:1
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surface with a wheel and stylus. Joints produced in this way may be very

realistic models of actually occurring joints of extension origin.

Artificial joints may also be produced in the testing machine by inci-

pient shear failure of intact specimens. Both triaxial and direct shear

specimens can be used. Dr. Jaeger, at Australian National University, has

experimented along these lines.

Field Sampling of Open Joints. Very often, joint surfaces of interest

in the field are loose or open so that one block rests on another with per-

fect fit but without any cohesion. In this case, it is possible, with a

geology pick or crowbar, to remove blocks containing joints. It may not be

necessary to hold the upper and lower blocks together for shipment, but only

to mark their relative positions so that they may be replaced in proper orien-

tation in the laboratory. Professor Krsmanovich in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia,

has sampled a.large number of joints in limestone by this method. The samples

are, of course, disturbed in the sense that any original closing of aperture

tangentially or normally which may occur during the actual loading in the

field cannot be reproduced in the laboratory specimen.

Drilling Joint Samples. It is possible to obtain a relatively undis-

turbed sample of a joint by drilling through it with a core barrel. There

are three methods of doing this -- normal drilling, parallel drilling, and

inclined drilling. The firm Coyne and Bellier, in Paris, France, has ob-

tained samples at several dam sites by drilling perpendicular to joint

planes, so that the joint occupies a position parallel to the ends of the

core; after trimming in the laboratory and plotting in Portland cement, the

circular cross-sectioned joint surface is tested in a direct shear machine.

Samples from two inches diameter to as much as nine inches in diameter

have been obtained in this manner by Coyne and Bellier (Fig. 2.11). It is

possible that drilling across the joint by a rotary drill will seriously

disturb the joint surface as one block turns on the other. In fact, it

might be impossible to sample very weak joints or open joints by this tech-

nique.

A modification of the perpendicular drilling technique is being inves-

tigated by Goodman and Mahtab at present in a project at the University of

California, Berkeley. In this method, a small hole is first drilled across

the joint and a rock anchor is installed and tightened; then the small hole

• '1
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is over-cored so that the sample is pbtained without relative movement be-

tween the two blocks. This has worked satisfactorily in the laboratory on

cores of sandstone but has not yet been tried in the field.

Coyne and Bellier, the Portugese National Civil Engineering Laboratory

and the mining group at Imperial College have drilled samples pArallel to

the plane of joint features so that the joint specimen occupies a diametral

plane of a core sample. Fig. 2.12 shows such specimens after a test; these

NX size (2-1/8") specimens were encased in Portland cement. Coyne and Bel-

lier have also drilled larger specimens (Fig. 2.13a). Dr. David Pentz,

at Imperial College, England, has also obtained samples by this technique.

In this work, he used a nine horsepower diamond drill to obtain cores nine

inches in diameter. The cores were drilled without a core spring; when the

full depth of drilling had been reached, the diamond bit was removed and a

core spring and dummy bit were installed. Then the sample was pulled by

the core spring, jacking the drill against the collar, to produce a tension

break at the end. The core containing the joirt specimen could then be re-

moved from the hole.

After removal, the joint is bound so that it will not be disturbed in

transit and paraffin.. (Fig. 2.13b) or otherwise protected so that the natural

moisture content will be preserved. On return to the laboratory, the core

is fitted in the shear box by imbedment in either concrete, as Coyne and

Bellier have done, or in epoxy resin, as Imperial College has done. Samples

obtained this way can be very large, up to 1600 square centimeters. A sur-

prisingly large number of samples have been obtained by Coyne and Bellier
and*Imperial College (Fig. 2.14).

It is also possible to drill specimens for triaxial joint tests by ori-

enting the drill at 45-60 to a naturally occurring joint. A triaxial test

with a naturally occurring joint at this controlled orientation is called a

multi-stage triaxial. Tests of this type were performed by the Missouri

River Division of the Corps of Engineers on Piledriver rock. Such tests

were also performed on limestone by Heuze and GoodmanI I. Professor Jaeger 4

in Australia has conducted many tests of this type.

llHeuze, F. and Goodman, R. E., Mechanical Properties and In Situ Beha-
vior of the Chino Limestone, Crestmore Mine, Proceedings 9th Symposium on
Rock Mechanics, AIME, 1968.

'p9
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Removal of Blocks Containing Joints. It is possible to remove large

chunk samples of rock relatively undisturbed and thus obtain large numbers

of samples in the laboratory. One method of obtaining such samples is by

drilling overlapping holes with a drilling template to create a series of

slots. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation took several large chunk samples

from the Grand Coulee Third Power House by this technique. The firm Coyne

and Bellier has introduced a wire sawing technique to speed up and reduce

the cost of sampling large blocks. Their technique consists of drilling the

corners of the eventual block by conventional drill holes; the wire sawing

apparatus consists of 'two rods with pulleys on the end which are fitted into

the drill holes (Fig. 2.15). The wire runs between the pulleys which are

fixed into two corner holes of the eventual block and fed out of the drill

holes to the continuation of the wire loop. In principle, four slots could

be cut in this fashion to outline the four walls of the block; but, in prac-

tice, several of the sides were trepanned. Then the bottom of the block is

freed by sawing with an ingeniously contrived loop in the wire. Eurenius and

Fagerstrim, of the Swedish firm Vattenbyggnadsbyr~n, have taken a large num-

ber of block samples at a Syrian dam site in a soft rock by cutting with a

power saw. Direct shear specimens were performed in the laboratory by nor-

mal drilling of the seams contained within the block samples. Other methods

of cutting blocks which may prove eventually to have application for taking

block samples are electron beam cutting, laser cutting, and possibly hydrogen

arc cutting.

(3) Methods of Testing Joints

Triaxial Test with Oriented Joint -- Multi-stage Triaxial. As stated

above, it is pccsible to conduct a triaxial test with an oriented joint so

that the eventual failure is by the mode of slipping along the pre-selected

surface. The specimen is first failed under some initial confining pressure,

followed by step-wise increase of confinement and sliding by increasing axial

pressure. This yield; a value for the joint angle of friction. This tc'p-

may be reasonable in stiff joints where there is no filling or compressible

rock zone between the walls of the joint. A finite element analysis of tri-

axial specimens containing inclined joints more compressil le than the sur-

rounding rock was performed as a collateral experiment in the course of the

I 2,
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previous contracts. The results indicated very uneven stress distributions

along the joint and totally different concentrations of stress in the upper

and lower walls of the joint. Thus, the multi-stage triaxial is probably

not a good test for seams or joints of shear origin.

Laboratory Direct Shear Tests. The direct shear test is a pertinent

method of test for evaluating the relative sliding tendency of joint blocks

in an excavation or foundation. However, it is not a simple matter to pro-

duce a reasonably uniform stress distribution inside a direct shear box. If

joints were perfectly smooth, it would be possible to align the joint inside

a direct shear chamber and displace the top half relative to the bottom with

forces almost colinear. Ideally, these forces would be shears along the top

and bottom blocks and the blocks would be very thin. However, since the top

and bottom blocks must have some thickness in order for the specimen of rock

to be sufficiently stiff, it is not practical to force the top over the bottom

by shears along the top and bottom surfaces. Therefore, it is customary to

push or pull the top relative to the bottom by applied forces and reactions

transmitted from the sides of the block. These forces introduce overturning

moments into the shear box which must produce contrary moments in reaction

from the top and bottom of the shear box, causing non-uniform distribution

of normal pressure along the sliding surface. One possible result is indi-

cated in Fig. 2.17. If the joint surface is rough, furthermore, it is neces-

sary to provide a sufficient gap between the top and bottom supporting blocks

to allow for the full amplitude of the irregularity of the joint surface.

This introduces a further overturning moment and a tendency for non-uniform

stress distribution in the shear box. There are further moments in the ver-

tical plane, introduced by hinging around high points of rock along the sliding

surfaces.

Another problem of direct shear tests concerns the lateral boundary

conditions. In evaluating the strength of rock joints for purposes of slope

stability analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that the prototype blocks

will be in a condition of plane strain, i.e. that no side displacements will

be permitted. In order to achieve this boundary condition in a direct shear

machine, only one direction of displacement is permitted. This is the Casa-

grande boundary condition designed into the Casagrande direct shear machines,

distributed in soil mechanics laboratories around the world. With irregular

.4
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joint surfaces there is the possibility of rotational tendencies in a hori-

zontal plane because of rotary moments on high points along the joint surface.

Thus, the upper or lower block tends to swing into the sides. In the ")lane

strain type of shear box, this is impossible because of the lateral confine-

ment offered by the sides. However, the resulting distribution of side

pressures is very irregular and is not known; therefore, the test results

may be quite unreal. Another approach to this problem is to omit the sides

of the shear box altogether. The problem of achieving a uniform stress

distribution in a direct shear box is difficult. A through study by modern

analytical methods is needed. Shear strength characteristics determined in

direct shear tests depend on the boundary conditions achieved. Unfortunately,

there is no uniformity in the construction of machines in use around the world

and it is possible that the results of one worker will not agree with the

results of another even though identical specimens are tested.

The most impressive and elaborate direct shear machine in the world

was developed by Dr. David Pentz and colleagues at the Royal School of Mines

at Imperial College, London, England (Fig. 2.16). In this machine, the

horizontal force required to maintain the displacement in a single direction

is controllable and can be measured. The shear box takes samples up to nine

inches in width. Elaborate controls of pressure and rate of displacement have

been incorporated in its design. Unfortunately, it is so recent a development

that relatively few samples have been tested as of this date.

Casagrande type shear boxes, designed for soil mechanics use, have been

adapted for joint samples in many laboratories around the world. In addition,

plane strain shear boxes of much larger size and load capacity have been

constructed for work on rock specimens. The most important of these machines

is the one used by Coyne and Bellier in Paris and developed by the S.E.I.L.*

(Fig. 2.1.8). It takes samples of dimensions 0.3 meters by 0.5 meters or less.

It is desirable, in a direct shear machine, that the normal load follow the

position of the center of the test surface which is in contact at any time.

In the Coyne and Bellier machine, this is achieved by providing hinges that

allow the normal pressure ram to displace with the relative displacement across

*S.E.I.L. - Soci't6 d'Equipment Industriel et de Laboratoir
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the joint. Movement of the axis of normal load with the moving block can

be allowed by employing dead weights or hangars. The large direct shear

machine employed at Imperial College by DeFreitas and Knill (Fig. 2.19),

and the fine direct shear machine employed at the University of Illinois

* by Deere and Coulson (Fig. 2.20:, are of the plane strain type and use dead

weight loading.

Professor Krsmanovic in Yugoslavia constructed a large machine with-

out sides (Fig. 2.21A). Specimens for this machine have the dimensions

40 x 40 x 20 centimeters, giving a shear surface of about 1600 square cen-

timeters; the maximum normal stress is about 40 kilograms per square centi-

meter and the maximum shear stress is 80 kilograms per square centimeter

on these large areas. The Krsmanovic device is designed in such a way that

the applied shear force is inclined about 4' relative to the surface of

shearing. Iclination of the applied force is one way of overcoming some of

the difficulties with rotary moments described above. However, a large

inclination of the applied force causes normal stresses to vary appreciably

with the shear stress applied.This makes it very difficult to test specimens

under low normal stress. The Krsmanovic device uses jacks on both sides .

and ball bearings both above and below the shear blocks so that the center

of the surface which is in contact at any time does not move during the

test (Fig. 2.23b). Therefore, it is possible to use a fixed loading frame

to apply the normal pressures.

In Situ Direct Shear Tests. It is possible to perform direct shear

tests in the field. These tests are accomplished by selective excavation to

form a block on a vatural surface of weakness. The surface does not need to

be horizontal.

There is no standard method of performing this test . The block is

invariably confined in a reinforced concrete or a composite steel concrete

frame. The shear load is usually slightly inclined. The normal load is

sometimes provided only by the block's own weight.

Blocks on inclined surfaces are under shear stress before the test

begins. To extend the elastic information of the test, the block may be

pushed up the hill, through zero.

*Standards for in situ shear tests are being considered at present by
ASTM.._
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Few tests of this type have been performed, in hard rocks, in the

United States, owing to the expense in labor required. Many such block

shear tests have been conducted by European organizations, but relatively

few on natural joint surfaces. Several examples are shown in Figs. 2.22,

2.23 and 2.24.

(4) Results of Shear Tests

Results of a large pumber of laboratory direct shear tests and several

in situ block shear tests have been summarized in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. These

data were gathered mostly from unpublished reports generously made available

by the orgaiizations concerned.

The load-deformation curves for these tests have been represented by

values for shear stress and displacement at the peak and residual points.

In some cases, a yield point was reported as well in the early part of the

curves. Though the possible combinations of values for these quantities

are numerous, several generalizations can be made about the characteristics

of the results for different types of weakness surfaces. The load defor-

mation curves were classified into four types as drawn in Fig. 2.25 and sum-

marized in Table 2 4.

Type 1 stress deformation curves rise very steeply to peak stress at

very low deformations and then quickly fall to a residual value which may

be one third or less of the peak. Healed joints, and incipient fractures

belong to this class.

Type 2 curves also develop the peak stress at very low deformations but

do not fall so sharply to the residual, further, the peak strength is only

slightly above the residual. Artificial joints formed by diamond saw citting

rock specimens belong to this class. Polished surfaces, type 2a, show less

rate of decay of strength after the peak than do unpolished saw cuts (2b).

The shear stiffness is higher than natural joints, but is still low enough

in number (ca. l04 kg/cm 3) to contribute significant deformation beyond

that of the intact rock if the joints are repeated at intervals of several

feet in a hard rock such as quartz monzonite.

Type 3 curves show lower stiffness and numerous secondary peaks. Second

peaks may be as large as the primary. These curves result when testing clean,
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rough joints, such as extension joints in granite. The irregularities in

the load-deformation curve result from overriding of successive asperities.

Undisturbed samples of such joints may show an initial concavity as tangen-
tial aperture is closed (type 3b).

In classes 1-3, it mattered little whether the surfaces were dry or

soaked with water. In type 4 curves, on the other hand, the behavior is

modified grossly by change in the water content. These curves are typical

of sheared zones, clay filled joints, and shale partings. At low moisture

contents (4a), the curves show high stiffness and great differences between

peak and residual displacements, although generally not as severe as with the

healed joints (type 1). When wet, the stiffness is greatly reduced. Thin

zones (4b), when wet, show "strain hardening" behavior with ultimate strength

considerably greater than the point of maximum curvature (denoted "peak").

Thick seams have elastic-plastic stress deformation curves when wet (4c).

All of the in situ tests (Table 2.3) yielded type 4 curves, probably because

these expensive tests are reserved for the worst discontinuities.

It is difficult to increase the water content of sheared zones and clay

seams to desired values. The field moisture content can be retained by

careful sealing in the field. To increase the moisture content beyond this

value, soaking is necessary. Soaking the specimens without surcharge may

lead to excessive moisture contents -- well beyond those expectable in the

field. Since the permeability becomes low under normal pressure, soaking

under surcharge tends to wet the edges more than the center. Coyne and

Bellier have tried introducing water into drill holes parallel and also per-

pendicular to the seam, with moderate success.

Typical values for the peak displacements, tangential stiffness, and

ratio of peak to residual stresses are given for all types of surfaces in

Table 2.4. It is emphasized that these are only typical values; consider-

able deviation exists in all these quantities. Both the peak displacement

and shear stiffness tend to increase with increasing normal stress. When

variation in normal pressure is ignored, the deviation of peak displacements

is, however, far less than the deviation of stiffness. In fact, if no test

were possibleas a rough estimate of initial shear stiffness, one could cal-

culate the strength from the friction angle (which is usually between 300

and 40*) and divide it by the peak displacement value selected from Table 2.3.



One of the most interesting conclusions from the test results reported

in Table 2.2 is the large displacement required to reach residual strength

values -- frequently several centimeters.

Data on displacements normal to the shear plane were not presented

in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. In all laboratory tests where normal displacements

were given, shearing displacement was accompanied by dilations (thickening

of the joint zone). The peak dilation occurs well after the peak stress

at low normal pressures, but occurs right at the peak shear stress in tests

run under high normal pressure. Several of the in situ block shear tests

showed slight closing of the joint in the early part of the shear-displace-

ment curve; however, dilation always occurred eventually.

2.5 APPLICATION TO PILEDRIVER - DL DRIFT

The methods described in this section were used to model the cross

section of DL Drift at station 0 + 70. This section is at the intersection

of DL 1 and DL 2. The drift was 16 feet in diameter, containing pre-ten-

sioned rock bolts on a regular pattern, with one bolt per 3.25 square feet

of the wall. There are two layers of chain link fabric held by the bolts.

Originally, it was planned to make a number of models at many different

cross sections. However, the model became so complex that it demanded a

great deal of time. An effort was made to reduce the complexity of each

geblogic cross section; however, results of study with the DL drift section

showed that more, rather than less, complexity would be required to achieve

meaningful results. Further refinement would, unfortunately, call for know-

ledge of the detailed geologic and material properties exceeding that which

was known before the test. The purpose of the analysis presented here is

to judge our capacity to perform a meaningful quantitative analysis of an

actual geological cross section.

The finite element mesh prepared for DL drift is presented, without

nodal point and element numbers, in Fig. 2#26a. This is the most complex

finite element mesh known to the author. Its 900 nodal points, 667 total

elements, and 398 joint elements completely filled the core storage on the

IBM 7094 computer available at the time it was prepared. However, the new

CDC 6400 computer with extended core storage recently installed at the

University of California allows a five-fold increase in the problem size
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and a significant enlargement of the allowable bandwidth. Debugging the

mesh was made possible by using a plotter to draw the element boundaries

as punched on the input cards. (Fig. 2.26 is, in fact, the machine plotted

mesh.)

Results of two cases, the parameters of which are summarized in Table

2.5, will be described. In case 1, the joints were assigned very stiff,

strong properties, as if they are only incipiently developed, or are healed.

In case 2, the joint strength was reduced and the deformability assigned to

joint and rock elements after failure was very great. In a third case, the

different sets of weakness surfaces were treated differentially; the shears

(A joints) were assigned the weakest and most deformable properties and the

mineralized B joints were assigned the stiff, strong properties of incipient

joints. The results from study of case 3 did not contrast strongly with

case 2, and therefore are not presented here.

The failure criterion adopted for the rock in case 2 was more severe

than for prototype Piledriver rock as N was taken equal to zero. The actual

rock being slightly stronger than this, the extent of rock breakage indicated

from computations is somewhat too great.

The results for cases 1 and 2 are presented in Figs. 2.27 and 2.28.

The displacements are plotted, to scale, around the walls of the tunnel and

at selected points behind the wall. The blast side is to the left in these

figures. Elements that have failed are indicated by "R" if they are rock

] jelements and by "J" if they are solid elements. Double lines indicate

opening of joints.

(1) Case 1 -- Results

In Fig. 2.27a, displacements are plotted to the scale of the drawing

after the second 5000 psi load increment and the failed elements are shown

after the total pressure reached 5000 and 10,000 psi. I. Fig. 2.27b, dis-

placements and failed rock elements are shown after 15,000 psi (third incre-

ment), the failed joints were not shown owing to a mistake which disturbed

the printing of joint stresses after the third increment.

The results plotted in Fig. 2.27 show that the elements tended to

fail along the steep A joints above and below the tunnel. This joint sys-

tem is roughly perpendicular to the blast front. A large failed zone

J4
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was localized in the tunnel roof above the lee side. Rock blocks in this

zone were in tension resulting from eccentric loading as the blocks shifted

along joints. Little additional damage was done after the first increment

of the blast (9 additional failed elements in the second increment as com-

pared to 32 in the first). The opening of joints and the relative displace-

ment of adjacent nodal points is shown after 15,000 psi on Fig. 2.27b. The

whole blast side moved into the opening almost uniformly.

(2) Case 2 -- Results

In Fig. 2.28, a much more drastic but generally similar behavior pat-

tern is shown for case 2. Here the properties of the rock and joints were

weaker both before and after failure. The displacements after 10,000 psi

were so large that the mesh could not be used for additional increments.

Failures were plotted after the first increment of pressure (2500 psi) and

the displacements were plotted after the second increment with cumulative

pressure equal to 5000 psi. On the blast side of the tunnel, the wall moved

in 1.5 feet, while on the lee wall, the movements were negligible. Very

small displacements resulted from the first 2500 psi increment but there

were numerous failed elements, the great deformability assigned to failed

elements for the second increment led to the very large displacements plotted.

Joint openings occurred in the lower part of the blast side while blocks slid

along flat joints in the roof.

(3) Comparison with Actual Damage

The deformed shape of the tunnel and location of broken rock zones

indicated by these analyses can be compared with the actually observed failure

pattern shown in Fig. 2.29. The analysis predicts large inward movements

of the whole wall, with little,rock breakage, on the blast side. The ana-

lysis also indicates extensive localized crushing of rock above the roof

on the lee side. This, in general, is what occurred.

(4) Conclusion

The computing mesh was far too small, and the geological information

was far too imprecise to allow more refined studies of these sections. The

indication from the study is, however, that given sufficiently accurate

F
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geological and materials property data, analysis can now predict behavior

of tunnels in jointed rock. Further comments are made on the ramifications

Iof this conclusion in Section 4 of the report.
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Table 2.1

SUMMARY OF ROCK PROPERTIES

(Compression Positive)

DEFORMABILITY

Modulus of elasticity in compression 11.0 x 106 psi

Modulus of elasticity in compression 8.0 x 106 psi

Poisson's ratio 0.3

STRENGTH

Triaxial Data

560

c = 3600 psi

Tensile Strength

-a t = -1450 psi

Adopted Equation of Failure Surface (psi units*)

1. aoct > 0

fails when Toct = 1300 + 
2.95 (aoct) 0.91

N = 1300 psi
D = 2.95
B = 0.91

2. aoct < 0

fails when Omin < -1450 psi

*To convert to psf units, multiply N by 144 and solve:

Dpsf log-' [log Dps i + (1 - B) log 144]

In psf units:
N = 1.87 x 105

D = 5.04
B = 0.91
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Table 2.5

ROCK AND JOINT PROPERTIES USED'I IN STUDY OF SECTION AT 0 + 70 IN DL DRIFT

Case 1 Case 2

Before After Before After
Failure Failure Failure Failure

Rock Deformability

E in compression (psi) 11.0 x 106 11.0 x 10 5 11.0 x 106 0.01

E in tension (psi) 8.0 x 106 8.0 x 103 8.0 x 106 0.01

v (Poisson's ratio) 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4

Rock Strength Parameters*

N psi 1300 0

D (correspondiag to psi) 2.95 6.60

B 0.91 '. 88

*Tensile Strength (psi) 1450

] Joint Deformability***
Normal stiffness psi/in 2.9 x 10 2.9 x 104 2.9 x 104 2.9 x 1

Shear stiffness psi/in 2.9 x 105 2.9 x l04 2.9 x 104 0.6 x 10-3

MaximuiQ closure (inches) 0.12 0.12

Joint Strength

Cohesion psi 2)7ts0 100

Friction 560 310

4*See Section 2.4
**Stiffnesses both set to zero if fails in tension (opens)
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E(PIAATION OF FIGURE 2. 2

Method of Projecting Geological Data from Geological Log
of Tunnel to Draw Cross Sections

i. The strike in relation to the tunnel can be found by three dif-

ferent methods:

a. Revolve spring line in geological log to tunnel diameter and

measure strike a t b';

b. Measure tangent to curve at the crown;

c. Use measured strike in the field.

2. Project the intersection of the strike at the crown(s) to sec-

tions desired. For example, joint is at crown level at t and r

respectively in sections A and B.

3. Project the strike of the joint at spring line level to the

sections desired; in the example, joint is at spring line ele-

vation at points n and I respectively in sections A and B.

4. Line tn is the trace of the plane on section A. Line r is

*i the trace of the plane on section B.

Note: Points x and y show where the joint plane intersects the

tunnel boundary in section B. It does not intersect the boundary

in section A.

5. Find dip (6) from distance s. 6 tunnel radius or

use dip measured in the field.

I!
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INV SFL. CROWN SR L. INV

rl SECTION B

SPRING LINE

GEOLOGICAL LOG

SECTION A

FIGURE 2.2 METHOD OF PROJECTING GEOLOGiCAL DATA
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FIGURE 2.5 OCTAHEDRAL STRESSES AT FAILURE
FOR PILEDRIVER ROCK
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I

Figure 2.9 Artificial joint specimen produced by longitudinally diamond saw
cutting an NX core sample. (Courtesy Univ. Illinois, Dept. C.E.)

a b

14

I' X.

Figure 2.10 Preparation of direct shear specimen containing an artificial extension
joint. a) Mold placed around fitted blocks. Plane of joint will be
protected with putty while mold is filled with epoxy. b) Direct shear
specimens after test. (Courtesy of Imperial College of Science and
Technology, Dept. of Geology)
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Figure 2.11 Large direct shear specimens of a natural joint obtained by drilling

71 cores (300 mm) across the joint. Photos a) and b) are of the

bottom and top surfaces, respectively, after the test. (courtesy

of Coyne and Bellier)

a b

Figure 2.12 Joint specimens obtained by drilling NX cores parallel to the joint

plane. Photos taken after testing of lower (a) and upper (b) halves.

Notice clayey filling material. (Courtesy of Coyne and Bellier)

ab

IV VI

* -. ? . # * ', . '

Figure 2.13 Large (8" diameter) core specimens containing joints in the diametra

plane. a) After removal from the hole; b) packed in paraffin to

preserve natural moisture content. (Courtesy of Coyne and Bellier)
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a b

PF4'

* *

Figure 2.14 Large direct chear specimens obtained by drilling ninoe inch come
parallel to selected joint surfaces. (Courtesy Imperial College,
Royal School of Mines)
a) specimens as received from field
b) after removing protective jacket
c) mounted in shear box.. ready for testing (counning bant a

be cut before teat
d) specimens after test
e) cross section throu~h a specimen shcinig ro-kA

filler in epoxy



Figure 2.15 Wire saving technique used1 by Coyne and Bellier to extract block
auples containing joints.* The wires run around~ pulleys (not
visible) at the ends of the rods. (Courtesy of Coyne andi Dellier)

Figure 2.16 large direct sheer machine at IMperial College, Royal School of
Mines. (Dr. ?entz to left.) (Courtesy Imperial College)
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Shear test on a plane of mechanical discontinuity w'ith shear
movement within the rock mass.
1) Concrete block with measured points A and B;
2) Roller bearing:
3) Strain gauge dynamometers;
4) Hydraulic presses for pressuresof 50 or 100 Alp;
5) 1Plaster levelling w'edge: a) Broken-off rock round the

block; b) Cardboard lubricated with vasdlinc; c) points
at which the movement on a plane of mechanical dis-
continuity is measured; I and 11) planes of mechanical
discontinuity.

Figure 2.23 In gitu shear tests conducted in Czechoslovakia. a) Conventional
test, on a horizontal plane; b) test on a steeply inclined plane.
(Courtesy Dr. Karel Drozd. Reprinted from Proc. of Geotechnical
Conf., Oslo 1967, p. 266.)

t t

Figure 2.24 In situ shear tests on a clay parting along bedding in shale on a
natural slope at KhaJuri Kach dam, Pakistan. (Courtesy Dr.
KuJundzic, Jaroslav Cerni Institute, Belgrade, Yugoslavia)
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DISPLACEMENTS AFTER 10,000 PSI.
, - FAILED ELEMENTS AFTER

5000 AND 10,000 PSI.
R R z ROCK FAILURE

~ R ]J = JOINT FAILURE
SR AND J SIGNIFY FAILURE

ONLY AFTER 10,000 PSI

0 2 4 FEET

SCALE (OF
.u , DRAWING AND DISPLACEMENT)

* ORIGINAL POSITION

DEFORMED POSITION

TUNNEL WALL

/"
.7 &

'R /

FIGURE 2.27 a DL DRIFT 0+70
DISPLACEMENTS AND FAILED
ELEMENTS FOR CASE I
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DISPLACEMENTS AND
FAILED SOLID ELEMENTS (R)
AFTER 15,000 PSI.
FAILED JOINTS NOT SHOWN
DOUBLE LINE: OPEN JOINT

0 2 4 FEET

SCALE (OF DRAWING AND

DISPLACEMENT)
OUT

ORIGINAL POSITION
DEFORMED POSITION

---- TUNNEL 
WALL

MED P SITION
NEL WALL

.1!

FIGURE 2.27 b DL DRIFT 0 +70
DISPLACEMENTS AND FAILED
ELEMENTS FOR CASE I
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3. ANALYSIS OF CR AND DL DRIFTS BY JOINT XNFLUENCE DIAGRAM METHOD

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES

The inclusion of Joint elements with prescribed stiffness and strength

values in the powerful finite element method allows testing of sophisticated

mathematical models. The stress distributions employed in evaluating the

strength of a tunnel section by this method take into account the effect of

discontinuities, of heterogeneities, and of local failures. Tunnel liners

and rock bolts can be incorporated. Howeyer, the discontinuities are en-

tirely two-dimensional in their representation. Further, the method is rela-

tively tedious if large numbers of joints are involved.

Another approach, termed the ubiquitous Joint m in previous reports,

permits an examination of the influence of varying distributions of joints

at a large number of sites with relatively little effort. The method consists

of computing regions of influence for prescribed joint orientations in a

given stress field and comparing the influence diagrams with site geology.

The steps in the analysis are as follows:

1. Construct cross sections of the drifts showing the location and

orientation of joints and faults. Divide the joints into sets

on the basis of preferred orientation.

2. Calculate the region of influence of each joint set assuming

some state of stress acting as a result of the blast. A simple

Kirsch solution12 stress state was assumed, with the blast re-

placed by a) a static load equal to P and b) confinement in the

perpendicular directions equal to (v/l -v)(P), where P is the

peak pressure of the blast and V is Poisson's ratio.

3. Overlay the geologic sections on the influence diagrams and note

the locations where joints of each set can slip.

4., Using the results of (3), and considering the whole network of

joints at each section, sketch the probable zones of rock fall-

120bert, L. and DuVall, W., Rock Mechanics and the Design of Structures
in Rock, Wiley, 1967, p. 101.
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out and failure. In rock bolted sections, the capacity of the

rock bolts to prevent rock movement is considered at this stoge1 ,

Fig. 3.la* sbovs the sequence of test sections and stationing referrel

to in this text. Fig. 3.lb* shows the main joints and faults, and labelt
those sections where major failures occurred. All joints and sheared zones

occurring in D drift, CR East West, and CR North were listed and assigned

to one of nine joint sets (A-I) on the basis of orientation. Geologic cross
sections were constructed, as described in Section 2.1, every 10 feet in CR

drift and in DL 1 and 2. At each section. the mean orientations of each of

the joint sets were calculated and joint influence areas were determined,

assuming 4equals 31° , and c equals either 100 or 1000 psi. The stress.
field used to caclte the joint influence zones correspond to the Ulrsoh

solutionl for stresses around a circulr tunnel, in a blexial~stress field,

superimposed on the component of the blast pressure that is longitudinal to

the tunnel, as listed in Table J0.
The conpater programs used in this study are presented in Appendix 2.

The co4tier was used to generate the stress fields around the openings, by

the Kirsch solution, and to calculate and plot the joint influence regions

for given joint parameters.

In this anaIysis, it has been assumed that the joints do not modify

the stress distribution, i.e. that they are stiff. Further, it is assumed

that rock bolted sections and lined sections can be studied without taking

into account their strengthening effect until the last step; in other words,

that they similarly do not modify the stress distribution. Both of these

assumptions are indefensible on detailed examination but they simplify the

problem to such a degree that it becomes practical to appl y this procedure.

The question to be explored here is to what extent this simplified, step

by step joint influence analysis yields reasonable tunnel behavior estimates.

This will be discussed section by section.

i7

*Reproduced from POR 4e015, Chapter 4.1
1U. S. ArW Engineer District Omaha, Technical Reports 2 and 3
l4op. cit., p. 58.
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3.2 CR EAST-WEST DIUT -- RUESIS OF ANALYSIS

Analyses were made every 10 feet in CR drift beginning at station

O + 20 (CR IA). The excavated diameters and lining types of the sections

In tbis drift are listed in Table 3.2.

Results of analyses are reported for the rock bolted or unlined sec- *

tion frcm O + 60 to 1 + 70. The strike and dip of Joints and sheared zones

deternized from Fis. 3-1c,d, pre-construction logs, are listed in Table 3,3.

In Table 3.4, the strike relative to the tunnel axis (a), the dip of the

Joint down from horizontal (D), and the dip (e) relative to 00 along the

radius from the weapo point are listed for each Joint set at each station.

Frm these data., the angle (0) between the normal to the joint plane

and the axis of the tunnel has been determined as described in Technical315.
Report No. 3l. Jbint influence diagrams have been constructed for all

the sets of Joints for the stress state corresponding to a blast pressure

of 10,000 psi. Joint sets C ad G were found to have no influence region

around the tunnel at a number of stations, as described by the note "no

Joint failure" in Table 3., Two cases were analyzed, corresponding to

assumptions of Joint cohesion of 100 and 1000 psi. Influence diagrams

for these cases are shown in Figs. 3.2a,b and 3.3a,b respectively.

Four types of figures (a, b, c, d) have been prepared for the step

by step analysis. At each station considered, first a geological cross

section is shown (a). (These are to a standard size but varying scale).

The second figure in each set (b) shows only the Joints and shears which

occur within their zone of influence. It is derived by superposition of tht

influence diagrams, for each Joint set in turn, on the geologic cross section

(a). The third and fourth figures in each set (c and d) show the expectable

post-shock profile for the tunnel; these figures are obtained by superim-

posing figure b on the geologic cross section to determine which blocks

have kinematic freedom to move into the opening. Figures c and d corres-

pond to cohesion of 100 and 1000 psi respectively. No expectable post-

shock profiles were prepared for concrete or composite lined tunnels. For

rock bolted sections, it was assumed that the bolts and wire mesh could

restrain only up to several feet of broken rock from being accelerated into

15 op. cit., p.1
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the tunnel. Figs. 3.4 through 3.14 present the results of the analysis

for the CR (EW) drift.

(1) station 0 + 60 CR3 - Fig. 3.4(a-d)

The analysis weights the A joints heavily in the roof and on the blast

side just below spring line. D and E joints at 240 and 2700 are also sig-

nificant. The closely fractured zone in the roof is forma of uninfluential

C joints but their intersections with the A joints define blocks which would

tend to fall into the tunDel. Thus, the analysis predicts rock movement

inward at 90-100, 240-270° and 340-350 ° .

Actual damage can be seen on the post-shock cross section at 0 + 59
(Fig. 3.16). The closely spaced fractures in the roof did not, in fact,

cause roof falls in this section except where they intersected the north

42 west shear and this led to a major rock movement at about .100. Also,

towards the invert at the base of the lee vall, there was a minor rock

movement inward. There was very substantial inward movement on the blast

wall from slightly above 00 down into the invert. In total, the dag

to the section is not substantial. The comparison of the actual damage

pattern and itsrelationship to the geology with the damage pattern
predicted by the joint influence diagram analysis shows conformable areas

of agreement. It is interesting that rock bolt deformeter data at

station 0 + 59 were lost at 1000 due to the extensive rock movement

in this region. These deformeter data also documented large rock movement

on the blast wall side -- 4.7 inches increase in length over the 16 foot

long deformeter length.

(2) Station 0 + 70 CR3 - Fig. 3.5(a-d)

The geologic section at 0 + 70 shows flat lying joints closely spaced

above the roof, a shear zone, called 1-2, in the blast wall with apparent
dip towards the opening, and a series of steep 3 joints behind the lee wall.

The cross-section is very complicated. The joint influence analysis predicts
very strong influence of 2 A joints which intersect the roof and are inclined

with apparent dip towards the weapon point. The results of the analysis are

shown in Fig. 3.5 c and d. A ajor rock fall from the roof was predicted
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together with a rock fall from the lee wall down to about spring line de-

limited by the steeply dipping B joints. Inward movement is also predicted

from the blast wall due to the interaction of D and F joints and the 1-2

shear zone. The actual damage pattern at this location can be seen on Fig.

3.16 for station 0 + 71. Major rock falls occurred from the roof. Some

rock was broken but was restrained by the mesh at about 800. From 90-120° ,

major rock movement occurred and this movement continued with decreasing

thickness down into the lee wall to about spring line, apparently along the
4

steeply inclined joints. Also there was inward movement on the blast wall.

The rock bolt deformeter data at 0 + 71 were lost in the roof because of the

rock falls. Also, very .large inward movements were observed on the blast

wall side. The agreement with the joint influence analysis appears to

be good.

(3) station o + 80 CRk - Fig. 3.6(a-d)

The geclogical features of the cross section at 0 + 80 are a series of

steenly inclined B joints far into the lee wall, a closely fractured zone

of G joints below the invert, and a series of shears and joints of the A

orientation traversing the tunnel and inclining toward the weapon point.

There is also a regular spacing of C joints traversing the tunnel and in-

clined away from the weapon point. Absent from the section are B joints

traversing the tunnel and A joints above the roof of the tunnel. As will be

seen in the discussion of CR2 and the unlined unsupported drill slot, the

intersection of A and B joints in the roof provides the situation for large

rock movements into the tunnel. The joint influence analysis predicts rock

movement at 100-3200, mainly on A joints. The actual damage to be seen in

Fig. 3.16 and the cross section for station 0 + 79 shows large rock falls

restrained by the wire mesh from about 20-90 . These falls were defined by

the intersection of vertical B joints and flat lying A joints in the roof.

The analysis predicted fall-in of rock from the roof at 1000 but totally

failed in predicting the major rock breakage between the blast wall and the

roof at 20-900. This is because of the failure of the geological mapping

to define the intersecting features in this region of the roof. It again

calls need for the use of a stratascope or bore hole camera in a mapping

program.
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(4) station O + 9o to 1 + 20 CR2 and Drill Slot

Fig. 3.15 is a longitudinal profile along the center line of CF drift

from CR3 to the end of the CR Tee intersection. It is cleer from examina-

tion of this figure that a major rock fall occurred above CR2 and above

the drill slot. The drill slot was totally unsupported and it is probable

that this area progressed towards CR2 and into the end of CR4. Post shot

examination revealed flat-lying joints in the roof above the drill slot and

above CR2 which had gone undetected in the mapping program because they do

not intesect the walls. Geologic cross sections at station 0 + 90, 1 + 00,

1 + 10 and I + 20 are presented in Figs. 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, together

with the joint influence analysis for these stations. At 0 + 90, the weak-

ening effect of an intersection of A joints and B joints in the roof is

clearly demonstrated. Large fall-out of rock forming a cathedral over-

break from.90-1300 is shown in the predicted post shot appearance. At

station 1 + 00, A joints in the rocf similarli are predicted to cause fall-

out from the roof between 90-1100. The predicted fall-out was, in fact,

much smaller than that actually occurring, as evidenced by the post shot

cross sections in Fig. 3.16. The analysis at station 1 + 10 does not at
all correlate with the observed damage. In this station, as can be seen

in the cross section in Fig. 3.16, very major roof falls occurred. The

geologic cross section at station I + 20 shows a profusion of B joints

taiveraing the tunnel and a series of C joints intersecting the B joints in

the roof. The jointing is closely spaced above the roof. The joint orien-

tations &re favorable to progressive stoping upwards. Thus, the predicted

cross section for 1 + 20 shows a very large roof failure between 60-120 °

in the roof as well as rock movements inward from the walls above the in-

vert. This pattern of fall-out agrees very closely with thas actually

observed at station 1 + 20, Fig. 3.16.
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(5) Station 1 + 30 and Station 1 + 40 CR Tee - Figs. .11 and .12

The geology in section 1 + 30 is characterized by a series of I shears

on the blast wall and a series of A joints inclined towards the blast and

traversing the tunnel. This pattern of joints leads to a predicted rock

breakage diagram which is not very consequential, consisting principally of

a rock fall cathedralling upward between two shears at 100-120*. However,

at station 1 + 40, a series of B joints occurred inside the blast wall.

Existance.of the joints is very well-known because of the log of the per-

pendicular leg of the Tee in CR north drift. These B joints can be projected

from the north leg of the Tee into the wall to their precise positions. They

do not continue to 1 + 30 because they are offset by another shear. The

effect of .the B joints in the wall is to create a large mass of rock bounded

by sheared joint planes which could be accelerated into the opening. An

inspection of the actual damage at station 1 + 40 in the cross sections of

Fig. 3-16 reveals that a large kidney of broken rock supported only by the

wire mesh occurred between 0* and 45*. The cross section also showed ex-

tensive falls from the lee roof. These are also inferred from the predicted

blast damage of the joint analysis. In summary, it appears that the rock

damage at 1 + 40 is very well predicted by the joint influence analysis.

(6) Station 1 + 50 CR Tee Intersection

The stress distribution in the Tee intersection is unknown and the

joint influence diagram method cannot be applied to this station.

(7) Station 1 + 60 - Fig. 3-13

The geology of this section shows a series of A shears on the lee wall,

a series of closely spaced H shears above the region of the lee wall at about

120-140, and a series of B joints inside the blast wall. The B joints behind

the blast wall are a major weakening factor and cause inward movement of rcck

material above and below 00. In addition, rock blocks are expected to drop

out of the roof at about 140* because of the effect of the H joints. The

actual damage at this station can be seen in Fig. 3.16. There was extensive

inward movement of rock and failure of rock bolts on the blast wall. In

actual fact, the damage was much more extensive than that predicted by the
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joint influence analysis. The effect of the Tee intersection on the stress

distribution is not known; the use of the Kirsch solution for the stresses 4
around the walls at this station is certainly not correct.

(8) Station 1 + 70 - Fig. 3-14

A, B, and G joints compose the geological section at 1 + 70.

A joints are inclined toward the weapon point and primarily intersect

only the lee wall. There are only two A joints intersecting the blast

wall. Vertically inclined B joints occur at the crown and invert. These

joints intersect A and G joints. The G joints traverse the tunnel and

are inclined away from the weapon point. Joint influence analysis of

1 + 70 weighs heavily the intersection of A and B joints above the

spring line on the lee wall (1200). Intersection A and G joints on

the lee wall below the spring line (2100) also produce a weakened area.

There are two other minor failure areas. These areas occur at the

intersection of A and G joints on the blast wall near spring line
(3500) and B and G joints above the spring line (200). Rock falls

are predicted in the roof at 1200 and near the invert at 2100. Two

minor fallout areas are also predicted in the blast wall at 200 and

3500 near the spring line. Fig. 3.16a has no section at 1 + 70 since

the last surveyed cross section is at 1 + 67. Section 1 + 67 shows
rock falls in the roof. These falls begin just before the crown and

extend to the lee wall near the spring line. Rubble so filled the

rest of the tunnel that no further coparisons could be made. The

visible ptrtion of the tunnel generally conforms with what was

predicted.
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3.3 Cit NOMM DRIFM RESUT OP ANAMYIS

CR Worth drift begins at the cR Tee intersection (station i + 52 of

CR Drift) and heads towards the weapon point. Anayses were made every

10 feet beginning at station 1 + 60 in the north leg of CR Tee. The

excavated diameters and lining types are shown in Table 3.5.

The absolute and relative orientations of joint sets were determined

from Fig. 3.17, the pre-construction logs, as previously described for

CR lateral drift. Table 3.6 presents the strike and dip data for the dif-

ferent stations. Table 3.7 lists the joint orientation parameters for con-

struction of joint influence diagrams. Joint set H did not occur.

In this drift, the loading is considerably different than in CR lateral,

as the applied pressures are less than half of the blast pressure and are

hydrostatic (see Table 3.1).

Since this drift is oriented at right angles to CR laterial, the da-

aging B joints of CR lateral were of no significance in CR north. The I

joints were also found to have no influence in the north drift. However,

other joint sets were found to have even larger influence regions than in

CR lateral. The joint influence diagrams for c = 100 psi and c = 1000 psi

are plotted in Fig. 3.18a and b respectively.

(1) Station 1 + 60 North Leg of CR Tee - Fig. 3.19

The geology of this section shows a series of B joints on the right wall

and several joints of sets C and G orientations traversing the tunnel. Ti s

section was supported by rock bolts. The joint influence analysis predicted

breakage of the rock and falls from the right wall. The actual damage can

be seen in Fig. 3.28, a long profile Clong the :orth drift, and Fig. 3.29,

the set of post shock cross sections at varying stations. The cross section

at station 1 + 61 shows very extensive damage in the right wall exactly where

predicted by the joint influence analysis. (The right wall, looking towards

the weapon point, is 00 by convention in CR north drift). The actual extent
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of fall-in of rock at this station is much more extensive than predicted by

the analysis. However, the agreement on location of damage is excellent.

(2) Station 1 + 70 Transition to Drill Slot - Fig. 3.20

This section is unlined. A series of E joints occur on the right wall at

about 0, inclined steeply from right to left. Another set of E joints cross

the tunnel at the invert. It is possible that these are the same joints but

have been offset along, the shears of set I that occur above the roof. There

are also a series of A joints crossing the tunnel at wide spacing. The joint
influence analysis shows that the intersection of the A and E joints above

the right wall defines an unstable block, and as this section is unlined, it

was predicted that a major rock fall would occur from this position. There

were no post shot cross section at exactly 1 + 70; however, in Fig. 3.29

there are cross sections at 1 + 67 and 1 + )6, both of which show extensive

movement of rock from the roof, more towards the right than towards the left

side.

(3) Station 1 + 80 CR North Drill Slot - Fig. 3.21

In this large diameter unlined section, a series of G joints cross the

tunnel in vertical diameter and a series of A joints cross roughly horizon'.7

tally. There are probably more A joints above the roof, but these were not

seen. There is also an F joint and an E joint in the right wall. The ana-

lysis delimited an unstable block below the right spring line, along the

intersection of the two latter joints. The actual damage pattern in the

tunnel was very much like that at the previous station, 1 + 70, namely, ex-

tensive rock falls from the roof. It is not possible to determine if heave

below the right spring line actually occurred as predicted by the analysis

as this was covered with rubble.

(4) Station 1 + 90 CR North Drill Slot - Fig. 3.22

This cross section shows extensive jointing with G Joints along the

left wall, a series of A joints traversing the tunnel, and a shear zone of

orientation I above the roof. The intersection of these features leads to

an extreme rock breakage prediction, with very extensive rock movement from
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the roof above the left wall and a high vault above the right wall. If the

joints are considered to possess great cohesion, then the major rock movements

remain only in the left wall. The actual damage at this location can be

studied on the post shock cross section at station I + 92, Fig. 3.29. There

is remarkable agreement between the prediction from the joint analysis and

the actually observed post shock cross section. It is quite probable that

this section would have survived, had it been rock bolted.

(5) Station 2 + 00 to 2 + 38 CR5 and CR6 Drift

The joint influence analysis for station 2 + 00, 2 + 10, 2 + 20, 2 + 30

and 2 + 38 are presented in Figs. 3.23 to 3.27. No extensive damage is pre-

dicted at any one of these locations. Though small blocks were delimited by

the intersections of unstable joints, it is considered that the direction of

the blast would not be such as to cause a small.volume of rock to penetrate

the wire mesh or pull out the rock bolts. No very large volumes of rock slip-

ping on joints were delimited in the roof or walls and it was believed, in

making the analysis, that the wire mesh and rock bolts would be sufficient

to handle them. The post shock cross sections for these stations can be seen

in Fig. 3.29. There was virtually no distortion or rock falling in these

drifts, but the entire drifts were displaced upwards. There is no way that

the joint influence analysis can foresee absolute movement of an entire drift.

3.4 DL I AND 2 - RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

DL drift is a lateral drift at closer range than CR. Analyses were

made every 10 feet in DL 1 and 2, 16 foot diameter rock bolted sections,

from station 0 + 50 to 0 + 80.

Fig. 3,30 is a geological log of the walls of DL 1 and DL 2 made before

the blast by Corps of Engineers geologists. The data shown on the log were

extrapolated beyond the walls, allowing geologic cross sections to be drawn

at stations 0 + 50, 0 + 60, 0 + 70 and 0 + 80 (Figs. 3.32 to 3.35). The

joints were divided into five sets, A, B, C, D, E, on the basis of orientation

as summarized in Table 3.8. Zone F is a group of closely spaced A joints;

it probably represents a fault. (The nomenclature of joints is entirely

different from that adopted in the previous discussion of CR drift.)

ii
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Unfortunately, B joints parallel the tunnel axis and cannot be seen in

the roof. Post shock study of DL revealed the: occurrence and significant

role played by B joints in the roof, particularly above the unreinforced

drill slot (not analyzed here).

Joint influence regions for this drift are plotted in Fig. 3.31. Ap-
plication of this figure to the geologic sections in the manner previously

described resulted in the post shock predictions of Figs. 3.32 to 3.35.

Major roof falls are predicted at stations 0 + 60 and 0 + 70, and a major

rock bolt failure is predicted on the lee side from 0 + 70 to 0 + 80.

The actual damage can be studied in Fig. 3.36, the post shot longitu-

dinal profile, and Fig. 3.37, the post shot cross sections in DL 1 and 2.

In these sections, the weapon point is to the right; the post shot predic-

tions, unfortunately, were prepared with the weapon point to the left. So,

an inversion of either figure set will be needed to make a comparison.

Rock movement in the rock bolted sections was manifested by: 1) whole-

sale inward displacement of seemingly intact walls; 2) rock breakage and

fall-out at the surface, but sustained by the chain link fabric; 3) rock

breakage and fall-out not sustained by the chain link fabric; and 4) rock

bolt failure with inward bulging of the wall and pull-away of the rock bolt

washer plates from the fabric.

Failure type (3) occurred extensively in the crown from the drill slot

to station 0 + 66, the vaulted roof reaching an estimated maximum of 15 feet

above the pre-shot crown in the drill slot. This may have been a progressive

failure propagating into DL 1 from the less reinforced and larger drill

slot opening. A and B joints controlled the rock breakage.

Failure type (4) occurred on the lee wall mainly between 0 + 70 and

0 + 85 in DL 2. Floor heave occurred extensively throughout the drifts.

The multiple depth rock deformeters at station 0 + 70 were destroyed

on the lee wall (180o) and in the invert (2700). The response of the blast

wall (00) and the crown (900) indicates that most of the permanent rock

movement at these points occurred within the first 3 feet of depth.

The predicted post shock cross sections have several points of agree-

ment with the observed deformations. Crown failure in DL 1 was much more

extensive than the predicted fall-out. This is particularly true at station

0 + 50, where the crown should have held except for pyramiding upward along I'
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the A and C joints above the lee shoulder. The roof failure my have been

a progression from the drill slot or may reflect occurrence of several B

joints in the roof; as previously noted, these joints parallel the tunnel,

therefore cannot be predicted above the tunnel by observations on the

walls. In cross sections at 0 + 70 and 0 + 80, the observed movement

of the lee wall and bolt failures therein is grossly matched by the

predicted cross sections based on joint influefice analysis.

3.5 RMUAM OF R!UIP

The predicted and actual damage patterns in CR Est West drift, CR

Nth drift and DL drift are compared in Tables 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. The

joint influence analysis predictions of tunnel damage will not stand up

under very detailed comparisons with the actual damage. But in gross fea-

tures, the comparison is good. It must be noted that the analysis is very

sensitive to the quality of geological information. The geological data

presented are very complete in comparison with usual geological studies

performed for other types of works. However, considerably more detail about

the locations and continuity of individual joints and shears ib required

to refine the quality of the results.
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- $ Table 3.1

APPLIED PRESSURES TO DEVELOP

STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS USED IN JOINT ANALYSIS

Applied Pressures

Sections Radial -00 Radial - 900 Longitudinal

DL and CR (EW) P (v/l-v)P (v/1-v)P

CR (North) (v/l-v)P (v/l-v)P

P - peak pressure of blast

v = Poisson's ratio
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Table 3.3

Drift CR -Lateral Joint Set Strikes and Dps at Each Stati-on
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Table 3.4 

Drift CR - Lateral - Joint Orientation Parameters

Joint Jo int Joint
Set O D 00 a Set CP D 0  9 °  Set a0 D°  e°  °O

(12)0+20 A 6 27 26.8 87 '(13) B -3 88 88.0 -87 (4) C -89 -77 -4.2 13
(5) 0+30 9 28 27 6 86 (7) -9 83 82.8 -81.1 (3) 90 -62 -0 -28
(5) 0+40 14 29 28.3 8.3.3 (5) -3 90 90.0 -87.0 (4) 83 -66 -15.2 -25
(3) 0+50 20 32 30.11 79.6 (3) -ii -85 -84.8 79.0 (i) 83 -66 -15.2 -25.
(8) 0+60 14 26 25.3 83.9 1(4) -14 79 78.7 -76.3 (3) 85 -76 -19.3 -15
(7) 0.70 16 29 28.0 82 3 (4) -15 78 77.6 -75.4 (5) 77 -68 -29.0 -29.5

(f,) 18 6 29 28.0 82.3 (7) -9 8h 83.8 -81.1 (3) 77 -66 -26.7 -27.3
(5) 0+00 14 30 29.2 83.1 (10) -9 88 88.0 -81.5 - - - -

(7) 1+00 11 29 28.5 8h.7 (2) -10 90 90.0 -80.0 (5) 74 -74 -41.8 -22.5
(8) 1+10 15 31 30.0 82.5 (2) -16 90 90.0 -74.0 (12) 76 -75 -!,'.9 -20.5
(10)1+20 7 25 24.7 86.o (16) -13 89 89.0 -77.0 (9) 78 -67 -25.9 -25.7
(4) 1+30 19 30 28.6 81.2 (1) -15 90 90.0 -75.1 - - - - -

(7) 1+110 19 30 28.6 81.2 -11 90 90.0 -79.0 (1) 81 -59 -11.1 -32.2
(,r) 1+50 19 30 28.6 81.2 () -4 -88 -39.o 86.0 - - -

(7) 1460 17 31 29.8 81.4 (7) -8 -87 -87.0 82.0
(6) 1M7 16 31 30.0 81.8 (l0) -2 -84 -84.0 88.1
(3) 1+8o 17 27 26.o 82.3 (9) +3 go 9o.0 87.0
(4) 14.90 3.9 28 26.7 81.2 (8) +4 +88 84.0 86.0 (3) 80 -48 -0.8 -43.0
(1) 2+00 16 24 23.4 83.6 (3) P7 90 90.0 83.0 (2) 77 -50 -14.9 -11.7
(5) 2+10 11 30 29.9 84.5 (6) -3 79 79.0 -87.0 (ii) 89 -46 -1.o -14.o
(. 2+19 12 30 28.5 81.o (4) -5 88 88.0 -85.0 - - -

121 Mean or range; 27.9 83.0 (',25) +86.1' 81.3 (56) -13.2 -40.2
-5.2 83.7 (0)

Joint Joint Joint
STA Set 00 dP e0 00 Set co DO ( 60o S-t 0° DO 0 0 ao

(2) 0+20 D -19 62 51.0 -4;8.h E . . .. . F - - -

(3) 0,,30 -b9 6! 1-3.) -,'7. (3) -66 -1:6 -22.7 9.1 - - -

(6) Oi40 -31 69 65.1 6-..6 (6) -66 -57 -31.9 1,0.3 . . . .
0-!-50 .. - (2) -66 -57 -31.9 !'0.3 - - -

(3) 060 -31 7: 7].5 -60.1, (6) -70 -6i -31.6 .0 () 26_ 8 ",.0 71 0
(1) MO70 -36 7! 66.8 -4.! (n) .67 -56 -30.0 0., (1) 26 Q : .0 71.0

0M8o - -" - (') -71 -:5 -24,.8 ;9. h - - -
O90 - (8) -72 -55 -23.8 39.0
P 00 . . . . (2) -71 -55 -2).8 39.4 . . . .
].J1O . . . ... .. . .. -- - -

1+20 . . . .. .. .. . .

i 30 . . . .- . . .-('[) ].,60 -:' .j" ,'0.0  - . -.0 .. .. . .-

] +70 - - .. .. .
1+80 - - ) '7 -5 -36.8 17.' - - -

Ip 90 - .. ... .-.. .
2 -00 -.. ... ..... . .
2'1 . . . . (1) -61 -35 -18.8 60.0 - 96 9 5.0 76.2,119 . .... ("

(16)Mpan or l"nr,-: .0 c. (/) Mean -31.0 40.0 (6) -0 72
67.0 60.0 -23.0 i.0



Table 3.), Continued{ 75'

DrIft CR-Lateral

Joint Joint Joint
STA Set 1 D 8° Co St a°  D°0 o sta D 00 O

0120 G - - - H . .. . (1) 1 19 90 90 71.0

030 - - - (4) 18 p89. 89.0 72.0
0-40 - - - (3) 23 89 88.9 67.0
00 - - -.. (i) -0 -77.9 -55.7
0.6. . .. - - - ,) 6 -77 -17 6 -36 1!

(8) 0+70 -84 65 i12.6 -25.9 - - - -
J)'!) 0480 -81 67 20.3 -2h 6 ....

(2) 1-00 -75 8h 68. 1 "16. .

(,) !,,0 -71 75 50.5 -211.1 . .. . 2 1 6 -7), -67.6 -46.4
2+30 - - - - (3) b -79 -75.6 -50.0

(I) l.,0 -79 65 22.2 -27.5 .. ... . .

(0) ].6o -90 6', 0 -25.0 (1) 15 -65 -61.2 -76.' (, ) h'5 -85 -82.8 -45.
(2) 1+70 -60 68 51.2 -36.7 -
(.) 1 60 -61; 55 32.0 -2.8 . . ..... . .
(.) 1+90 -66 51 26.5 -115.0 -. . .... .
(.) 21oo -70 60 30.6 -35.7 (1) -7 -65 -64.8 83.7 .. . .

,10 - - - - (1) -28 -59 -55.8 23.o .. . .(1.) 2"19 -79 59 17.6 -33.1()] -2_8 -59 -55.8 ;)3.o (3.) 12 -89 -89.0 -78.oi '

("o) (18)

Mean or Range: 30.0 -)10.0 -65 80 -76.7 51.9
51 -37 89.Q 70.0
18 -"3

Note: Joints cease to have any weakening effect if their angle with the
tunnel axis (3) is less than 300.16

,.

Io l: ,p ]
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Table 3.7 78

D 'ift CIR-North Joint Orientation Prrarete-,
Joint Joint J,, nt

STA Set acO Do 8o 1°  Set ( o  0  °  R S~too0D°  0 0

(3) j.-A60 A -63 34 17.0 -60.2 (:) B 90 86 0 11.0 (1)C o 89 9 90
(1) 1+70 -63 31- 7 0 -60.2 (i) 88 86 25.8 5.0 (1) -

(7) 1-1+80 -76 31 8.3 -60.1. () -77 90 90 13,0
(7) 1+90 -75 31 8.8 -60.2 (5) -84 88 71.4 7.0
(7) 2-00 -72 31 10.5 -60.7 - -

(8) 2+10 -75 3 8.8 -60.2 (I) ,,o > . 3.9
(6) 24.20 -73 35 11.5 -56.8
(I0) 2+30 -76 30 8.0 -61.1 - .
(6) 2-138 -76 31 8.3 -60.1

Mean 1o 0 -60.1 !9.3 83.9

Joint Joint 0 0 Joint

STA Set aro D° 00 8° Set a D eo (o S(t CF °  0 1°

1460 D - - (3) E 13 62 61.4 78.7 F - -
1+70 - - () 19 58 56.6 74.0 - -
18o - (1) 35 80 77.9 57.21 - -

1+90 - - - - - - - -
q 2-00 - - (1) 28 51 17.6 68.6 - -

2+10 - - 0.) 26 5 ,  ,l.0 69.3 - -

4(5) 2120 62 -85 -79.9 -38.8 (3) 28 58 51,.7 66.6
4-(;) 2+30 66 -86 -80.1 -25.0 (-) 28 58 5-; .7 66.6 1) -1 52 )13.1 -',7.6
0 2+38 - - - - - -

Mean 56.2 70.3 143.1 -1,7.6

Joint Join'-
STA Set 0  D 0 o 0  o Sct o° D0  00°  30

(3) i60 G 13 -63 -62.6 -78.5 T - - - -

(3) I70 27 -86 -54i.0 -73.1 (2) -37 -85 -85.7 53.3
(8) if80 1); 90 90 -76.0 - - - -

(16) i90 1.8 -'8 -69.8 -72.0 (P) -63 -83 -7)1.9 28.0
(2) 2,00 13 -79 -78.7 -77.3 (1) -71 -81; -55.8 20.0
(3) 2410 20 -74 -73.0 -70.8 () -38 78 -7.9 r3.1

(I) 2+20 22 -87 -86 7 -68.0 (I) -32 -87 -86.5 58.1
(1) 2+30 8 -85 -85.0 -82.1 (10) -29 -85 -814.3 61.3

2038 - - - (15) -31 -87 -86.5 59.2.
Mean -714.2 -74 2 -84.1 -;9.1

( ) total joints considered

Note: Joints cease to have any weakening effect if their angle with the tunnel axis (B)
is less than 300.17

17"1op, cit. p. 1
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Table 3.8

DLU and DI2 Joint Set Orientation

Joint Total Joints
Set 0* * Averaged (0)

"A" 85.00 600 23

"B" 29.50 900 4

"C" -50. 450 13

"D" -21.00 680 2

"El -70.00 340 2

E\ A

C

I B

D

*Trace of joint in plane normal to tunnel axis -- positive counter-

clockwise from horizontal

**Angle of joint normal with tunnel axis
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F'igure3.1b Plan of' strurtural ReoJloU iP vicinity of
CR and DL DrifTts

(Fig. 2,3 of POR 4015, Chapter 4)
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.. ..... A E) 28',/3 830

62 6 z-G85,0/3 840
.......C 0 =-10?A/ =..400

------- E2 0 =230,/3 =OO

1. F 0=50,/A =721

------------------------------------G2 0=30I0/3 =..400

................................................................... G3 0 = 8'* 4 -33'
. ... ... .. ... ...- ...- ..- ..- H 0=-65./3 =800

I FIGURE 3.2 JOINT INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS C R LATERAL
10,000 PSI BLAST c 100 PSI
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-A 0=280/3=:830

B2 0 :-5/840

a ~~-D--I 0 =52I,/3 4 80
--- E2 =23V/3 400

F E)5,*/3 720

G1H0 =30?A =-800

--o---o--12 0 890/3 -7'

FIGURE 3.3 JOINT INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS C R LATERAL-
10,000 PSI BLAST c =1000 PSI
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4-.4 100 PSI

c 1000 PSI

d

FIGURE 3.5 0+70 16' DIAM., 16' ROCK BOLTS AT 2'
PREDICTED POST-SHOCK CROSS SECTIONS
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FIGURE 3.8 1+00 ,16' DIAM. ,UNLINED

PREDICTED POST-SHOCK CROSS SECTIONS
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4. A
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FIGURE .3.9 1+10 ,16' DIAM. UNLINED
PREDICTED POST-SHOCK CROSS SECTION
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FIGURE 3.10 1+20 I 1' DIAM. ,UNLINED

PREDICTED POST-SHOCK CROSS SECTIONS
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The problems for analysis posed by a jointed hard rock mass are not

insurmountable. Provided that sufficient geological and engineering data

about the rock can be garnered, it is possible to estimate the behavior of

an excavation under given loading conditions.

The Piledriver test has demonstrated conclusively that the pattern of

rock breakage and failures of rock bolted and unlined underground galleries

at intermediate range depends primarily on geological conditions. Since

these conditions exist before the blast, there is no a priori reason why

they cannot be discerned with sufficient detail to define the geological

conditions sufficiently well for analysis. The only real limitation is

economic. (It is another question to define the loading conditions with

certainty.)

With the development of bore hole television and photography devices,

the expense of very detailed geological mapping should not be excessive

for a gallery serving a valuable purpose. It is proposed that in a future

project, an effort be made to make use of these devices so that geological

cross sections can be prepared definitively showing the location of joints

and fractures to a distance of at least one diameter around the tunnel.

Methods are becoming available for determining the strength and de-

formability properties of weakness planes in rock. Some of the available

techniques of sampling and testing discontinuities in rock are reviewed in

Section 2.4. In a future project, after the geological study has offered

a classification of the weakness surfaces, grouping discontinuities toge-

ther that are alike mechanically, it is proposed that a program of sampling

and testing be conducted to determine the characteristic strength and stiff-

ness of each group.

It is believed based upon the work of this project, that an analysis

premised upon information of the quality proposed above would be trust-

worthy. Therefore, it should be possible to design reinforcement for an

opening making optimum use of the reinforcing materials. In particular,

rock bolt patterns can be unbalanced to strengthen the section in accor-

dance with localized needs.
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APPENDIX 1

FINITE ELEMENT ANiALYSIS

COMPUTER PROGRAM
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Ccllee of Engineering

COM!.1PTER PROCr- FM FOR ANALYSIS OF JOI.NT"ED ROCK SYSTW4S*

WITH RESIDUAL STRESS AND ACCELERATION OPTIONS

- PLANE STRAIN - NONLINEAR ALONG TANGENTS - FINITE STRAIN -

PURPOSE

The purpose of this computer program is to determine displacements
throughout a jointed rock body, stresses within rcck blocks, and norral
and tangential stresses on rock joints. The J,ints have no tensile strength
and a finite shear strength. The blocks are orthotropic or isotropic,
linear, elastic solids. A failure criterion is Included, for the rock:

oct "N+DoctB

and for the joints:

s = c +a tan

For tensile values of sigoctahodral, failure criterion in the rock is
simply:

%rmin = Crt ((at = uniaxial tensile strength)

INPUJT DATA

A. IDENTIFICATION CARD - (72H)

Columns 1 - 72 of th-is card contain infornation to be printed with
results.

B. CONTROL CARD - (415, 2F10.2, 615)

Columns 1 - 5 Number of nodal poiats (900 maximum)
6 - 10 Number of elements (670 maximum)

11 - 15 Number of different materials (12 maximum)
16 - 20 Number of boundary pressure cards (200 maximum)
21 - 30 Acceleration in X direction
31 - 40 Acceleration in Y direction
4i - 45 Number of approximations (never less than 2 fcr

r jointed body)
46 - 50 Code fcr running multiple problems (0 if second

problem follows, 1 if no second problem follows)
51 - 55 Residual stress code (reads residual stress if not

equal to 0)

Adapted from plane stress program by E. L. Wilson, July 1965, and joint
stiffness and joint stress subroutines by R. L. Taylor and R. E. Goodman,
July 1967. 2/68

7/68 Revision
9/68 Revision
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56 - 60 Joint cut-off number: all materials with higher
numbers are joints

61 - 65 Code to read punched deck output (effective strain
deck) to restart problem at point of termination
of last run (0 = no deck read; 1 - deck read)*

66 - 70 NUmber of joint elements (400 maximum)

C. MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS

The folluwing group of cards must be supplied for each different solid
material and joint material. The last numbered solid material defines the
solid's properties after tension or shear failure.

Solid Materials

First Card- (15, F10.0)

Columns 1 - 5 Materials identification (any number from 1 to 12)
6 - 15 Mass density of materials

pou/cu.ft. sec2 /ft 2
g ft/sece= Zud

Second Card - (7F10.0)

Columns 1 - 10 Tensile strength (input as positive quantity)
ii - 20 E compression
21- 30 v
31 - 40 E tension
1 - 50 N
51-60 D Oct +D B
61 - 70 B (failure) oct

Joint Materials

First Card - (15)

Columns 1 - 5 Number of joint materials

Second Card - (71ZO.0)

Columns 1 - 10 Normal stiffness, psf/ft

11 - 20 Tangential stiffness, pef/ft
21 - 30 Joint cohesion, pef

*If number of joint materials was 0, the previous run will not have yielded
punched output.
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31 - 40 Joint friction angle, degrees
41 - 50 Tangential stiffness after slip occurs
51 - 60 Joint c]osure allowable (ft.); input as negative

quantity

NOTE: if joint is non-stiff, the value of stiffness is probably 1/10 - 1/100
of the st.iffness of the intervening block, e. g. Eblock = 1.0 x 100 psf,
block thic}mess = 5.0 ft, then block stiffness is 2.0 x 107 psf/ft and a
low joint stiffness Kt  l0 O psf/ft.

D. NODAL POINT CfdBDS - (I5, F5.0, 4F10.0)

One card for each nodal point with zhe following information. Joint
elements are obtained by double rows of nodal pcints at the same coordinates.

Columns 1 - 5 Nodal point number
6 -30 Number which indicates if displacements or forces

are to be specified
1 -20 X - ordinate
21 -30 Y - ordinate
31 -4o XR
41 -5o xZ

NOTE: If the number in column 10 is

0 XR is the specified X-load and XZ is the specified Y-load.
1 XR is the specified X-displacement and XZ is the specified Y-load.
2 XR is the specified X-load and XZ is the specified Y-displacement.
3 XR is the specified X-displacement and XZ is the specified Y-displacement.

All loads are ccnsidered to be total forces acting on an element of unit
thickness. Nodal point cards must be in numerical sequence. If cards are
omitted, the omitted nodal points are generated at equal. intervals along a
straight line between the defined nodal points. The necessary temperatures
are determined by linear interpolation. The boundary code (column 10), XR,
and XZ are set equal to zero.

E. Eiamn CARDS - (615)

Solid Elements

One card for each element
1'2

Columns 1 - 5 Element
6 - 10 Nodal Point I
11 - 15 Nodal Point J
16 - 20 Nodal Point K
21 - 25 Nodal Point L
26 - 30 Material identificatioi

1
For a right-hand coordinate system, order nodal points counter-clockwise around.

2-Maximum difference between nodal point I.D. must be less than 27.
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VI nt cards must be in elemnt number sequence. If element cards are
omitted, the proga autonstically generates the cnitted information by incre-
menting by one the preceding I, J, K, and L. The material identification code
for the generated cards is set equal to the value of the last card. The last
element card mst always be supplied.

Triangular elements are also permissible; they are identified by repeating
the last nodal point number (i.e. I, J, K, K). One-dimensional bar elements
are identified by a nodal point numbering sequence of the form I, J, J, I.

:oint Elements

Nodal Point Naming convention for joint elements:

J Y
K

K
X 

xt

L

x .1

L

Nodal points must be numbered I, J, Kp L proceeding from bottom left corner
counterclockwise to upper left corner. Bottom and top are defined by x', y'
syatem of coordinates created by rotation e ( 1800) fru x to x', where x'
is along the length of the element.

F. PRESSURE CARS - (215, 1F10.0)

One card for each boundary element which is subjected to a normal pressure.

Columns 1 - 5 Nodal Point I
6 - lo Nodal Point J

31 - 20 Normal Pressure

Normal Pressure

As shown above, the boundary element must be on the left as one progresses
from I to J. Surface tensile force is input as a negative pressure. Joints
cannot be placed on boundaries.
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G. INCR51ENTAL LOADING (151F5.2)

One card giving multiples of input pressure to be applied successively
and cumulated.

Example:

For a problem with 3 pressure increments equal to 1000 psi, Woo
psi, and 2000 psi (total pressure: 7000 psi), with 1000 psi applied
in F, the following card would be required:

Column 5 1

Column 10 4

Column 15 2

NOTE: The number of entries on this card must equal the nr'.Loer (-" arnrox-
imations indicated on the control card.

H. SKEW BCUNDARIDS

If the number in columns 5 - .0 of the nodal noin' card ci ': ,ur 'har $.

1, 2, or 3, it is interpreted as the magnitude of an an::.e In d:'-rees.
This angle is shown below.

z

n

e

b I"

The terms in columns 31 - 50 of the nodal point card are then nte rpre ed
as follows:

XR is the specified load in the s-direction
XZ is the specified displacement in the n-direction

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The angle mt a be inpt a a ngtive E Aay
fre -. 001 to -180 degrees. Hence, + 1.0 deeeithe sa as -179.0
degrees. The displAuements of these nodal points vhich are printed
by the program are:

u. - the displacement in the s-direction

u - the displacement in the n-directiony

I. RESIDUAL STRESS CARDS

If residual stress code on the control card is not equal to 0, one
card for each element must be supplied with the following informtior:

Columns L - 5 Element number

8 , 22 x-stress
23 - 37 y-stress
38- 52 xy-stress

If cards are omitted, the stresses for the omittel elements are assumed
equal to those supplied on the last card. If all elements have the saue
stresses, only the let and last element stresses may be supplied.

If element is a Joint

Columns 1 - 5 Element number
6 - 7 Blank
8 - 22 Initial tangential stress

23 - 37 Initial normal stress

J. EFFECTIVE STRAIN CARDS

These are punched by computer after last cycle of a run. If asked
for by 1 in column 65 of the control card, the effective strain
deck is read if placed behind the last data card in the data deck.

OUTUT INFIORMATION

The following information is developed and, printed by the program:

1. Reprint of input data
2. Nodal point displacemnts*, for the preceding cycle and cumulative

3. Stresses at the center of each solid element*; principle
stresses are cumulative

i4. Stresses and relative displacements (of center top and
bottom) of each Joint element*, cumulative

*2., 3., and 4. are printed after etch cycle.
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SIGMAX (maximum tension)
y

NOTE: New element corner positions are used to calculate
new stiffnesses on each cycle (finite strain)
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5O READ I000,HED.ER.RENP.WPEL.NU.WAT.NPEC.ACCLX.ACELY. NP. NIENDNRES. C DETERMINE SAND WIDTH
I NS)IELL.NSTAGE.NI94JTC...o..... .... a.. ... t........
P RINI 2000. HED.NUMNP.NUWEL.RUREAT,MUMC.ACELX.ACELY.WMpJTNP ~ 114 J-0

C DO I4N M.NUNEL
IF INSHEL *EO.,O SI SHELL - 13 DO 3460 1:1:4

600 59 NI.NUMA nTo 1 LS4
READ 1001. MTTPE. ROINTYPEl K.IASS(IXITNI -ITEP4pLI
IF (NTYPE *GT. %ESHELL$ GO TO 560 IFI..LF.39)00 10 315
PRINT 2011. MTYPE. ROiWTYPEI PRINT 2018# N
READ I000. EEIJ.MTTPEI.J.1.7I L860.184061
PRINT 2010. IEEIJTYPEIJ..7 115 IFIKK-JI 125.120.120
GO TO 59 120 .1.01

125 CONTINUE
SO0 READ 1005. iEEJ.MTTPE).J-1.61 340 CONTINUE

PRINT 2017. MOYPE 464,0-2-J-2
PRINT Z016.IEIJ.KTYPEI.J.61 PRINT 2012."BANO

59 CONMIN'J PRINT 2019.L860
C IF ILRAO.NE. OISTOP
CWWW*.00s.W.... ......................... *.f... 0Co.........tM~~ .~.. t..... .... ... *.WRWWP*Wl

c READ AND PRINT or NODAL POINT DATA C SOLVE NON4-LINEAR STRUCTURE PY SUCCESSIVE APPROTIMATIONS.
C ............. 0... ........................W......... C ... 0.. .. ................... .... ......WW . .. ooCWWRC.

PRINT 2006 IF(PAES.NE.0) GO TO 362
L.O DO 341 N-1,NUNFL

60 READ 1002. M.CO0EINE,REI.ZINI.UPINI.UZIN) DO 341 1-1,3
%L.1-I RtESIDIN, 11.0.0
ZT.N-L 341 CONTINUE

0RIRK-RL I/S12 CONTINUE
DZIIIZlL.IZX IFENSTAGE.POE.Ol GO TO 380

70 L.1.1 D0O350 PE.I.NUNMEL
If( N-LI 100.90.80 DO 307 1'..

A CDOE L).D0 307 SIGSTEI,Nl~.
RILIRIL-I.ORMTAGINI.1
ZIL.ZI1)*Z 50 EP5INI.0.0

URILI.0.0 DO 160 N-.4UMJT
UZWLI.. EPSN4STINEE.

00 TO 10 EPSTSTINI.0.

90 PRINT 20?2. IK.COOEIEI.RIK).Zrp.URIK.TZI,P. L.NI PPESTII0.
100 PRINT 2009. N 160 CONTINUE

LOAD - 1 170 KNP.2WNUMNNP
GO TO 60 DO 175 K-l.KNP

110 CON7INUE C175 RSTIKI.0.0

C READ. AND.. RI#IDOFNELEMEN PR3TRTE 0 DO500 NNE.I.NP
C ... 0 ..... .C*.~*... W........ .. ... *............ C FORK ST IFFNESS MA6TRIX

PRINT 2001 c
N-0 DO 603 CN.1.NUMEP

130 READ 1003. EEIM.IlSS RIKNI.RjIEI.ST12.N-I
140 N'N*1 403 ZlKNI'UEKNE*8STI2WKNl

If IN-N) 170.170,150 P FACT.PACTORINNNE
ISO CXN1.XNlI. CALL STIFF

,:NS.IIEI31. C SOLVE FoRt 0ISPLACFMENTS
X EN41IN- 4 11 C
IXIM. 5 .131N-S. $I CALL SANSOL( 170 PIT 23,NEONI.1. DO 400 K'1.04PIFM-NI . . 1.0 600 8STIKI.REI*B+SSTEE

180 IF IPEIAEL-N0I 190-190.130 C
I1'.) CON TINUE PRINT J0T0. NNE

.................................................................PIT20
C REAO AND PRINT OF PRESSURE 8OUMOAI1Y CONDITIONS PRINT 2006. IN.TN-8 -- 1.312PM),0ST 2-N-1 I MST 17-4NE.NI.NUOINPt

IF INUMC.EO. 0) GO TO 310 C CompuTE STRESSES
290 PRINT 2000 

CL _~mSDO 300 L'S ,NUPC CALL JITRSREAD 1006. ISCILWOJCILI.PRILl AL.TT
300 PRINT 2007. ISCILI.JSCiLl.PRILl P19(5 - 0

PRINT 2029 NSTAGE --n
READ 2030. IPACTOR111.Il.NPI SOO CONTINUE
PRINT 2031, IFACTORIII,I.I.NPI IF1NUMJT.EO.01 GO TO 501

310 CONTINUE PUNC'4 1018. IN.'AAGOI .EPSITE).SIGSTII .ME .SIST12.Ei .SIGSTI1.NE.

C RED AD PRNT PaINIIAl DATA FOR THE PROBLEM PTNCH2O.1COOEI.EPS4STINE.EPSTSTiNlIFNSTINI.rTSTEENINUMT
C W*............... .......... R...... PUN4CH 1022.IN.BSTI2*%-),.8517.N)..f1.pUNP)
IFIEUES.E0.01 GO TO 45 C 501 CONTINUE
PRINT 1006

C ...... C.................................*...L-D 00.N IPEDN.E..1 IF f PEPE CEO. 0 1 4O T $06?KAD 00,M
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...... IF 4VOL.LE. 0.1 LOAD I

1 002FORMAT Its. FAS.2,4I.114 F OT 6

0000 FORMAT 16151 12A6 00 160 1.1.

1 040 MUM6E 7FOF~ ELFMFNTS.C P
106FRA 0 140 IRJ N ITIA STRFF SSAES INS--- LEET x9 XSAES6 00 100 1.1.6
It 10*40 RJMER OF 1RSuECRS--00 200TfS1) 5 K1I . 2-Sj.2 J-CSI~

010 RA CC,2.ELERAION IILIIE.S4
1 0108fAIIM R-CEULSESATION-RO -110 CK2*-.(
01'O 1040 PELEOMENT EM ENS-- l lAllIIIxI

2002 FORMAT 13 4I.E NO. 16 AERA O20 L.S.2S
120012 FooMAT 1. CODE2 2F22.1. 2E26.71 ST FTT1 6 J.IJI.L-SI I.I-SFT
12002 FORMAT ItsI11102 L.2 C.

1021 FORA(0N DSL CM Y LD OR DSLCMN Y7 IFIN-JJ - D EEMN SIFNSSt.TTA1SIFNS

120 FORMAT 52.420.71 C OT 1
2007 FORMAT 1I6. 1261 1 199 II.JJ.IO.JISRLL

I00 SOROMA :O MOD40 A L POINTS ARD -ERRO 166I
2010OFORMATE ISOE. SETHO ------ C- 1 AN 20AE C AOCNETAC OCSWTI LC
201 SOORA INU M TER IAL NMTER.AL --- 134 00S ESTY 2.1D 200 N.NL.N
202 FORMAT W1AMCRAO. N IS ------ E1.4 k'2'N-C#.SHF
26 SOORM A '0 E N --------ET 24 C PK1 2C1RII.UI

a SO T NMEFNAPPOXMATO.NLSUA -- 3 11.DO 210 Jl-1.4-lR
2001 FORMAT 140201.2614 N. K MATERIAL NU00R2R0IL-1C
202 FORMAT £12 FLEMENT CARD ERROR N. 141 C BOUNDARY COMOITTONS
2019 FORMAT 1111B416.1115 C L2J--
2024 FORMAT 111MO A UT PSOFINT PSUE SUCCEIELY APPLIED[ X LO C 1J 2.0RES 00E B.C

200 FORMAT(12.S 20.7 C OT 1
02 FORM4AT (216F .1 IFS A IIJCI 260.J17.060 L

1000 FORMATI 0ODL INCRX ISLA EMENT NO.121MMT cu 260 DON IN L2NUP
I X DIPACMN IU R IPAFE )20 CILUE

2 01 0 FORMAT 17M .EIAL.N NM AC SM S ELNSIOTY- PE1.MT1C 266 II250-CS14I

1 KTI2I INAL22 R MAX2.00CLOSUR - I.('lIUR250U90I JJ.2- I FT-I*R-

203 FOSRM IFC.2U1 .ISTS6 IF INCOFII 2031.26027
30OMAARG/MANINCREMENT4260I.A160.R0 271 DONA.'SINICOOEIII

C OR 11191 -ISIN.DZCOS*D

C OMO IMT A2A RTION ,ZI).IO1)PIO.T4.M1)D1. 281 IF (11-N0) 290.270,20
C* MMMM. AM. MM .M.. ....R1)Z( ,C44, 6.0 D6..FM.0. .MMM. 290 $14A.0.0

REM17IND 9 1($(7)RA170.SR(lREI17.1 COSA.2 .0£
' 046.0 ATN-J.SGT36 IF ICODEIJII 271222.292
CO.MT8BANR/SN.UqK610.I6.0 292 SINA.SINICODEIJII
ND2.2MJN T/O HL.CO10)FS(0)FS101CSS101 COSA.COSICOOEIJIII
LRO22 EPMT401 PII.N.J27 J11-II-lI.ICOSA*D)Z*SINA-DRI
NU6L. R3IJI1.BIJI-ISINA.DZ-COSA'OR1

C..0 04 10.... ... 0....... ...... 0........20 CINUEJ 0030,a
C CNTAIAIN25I J-D 9.9.0

REIN0D C OA..I ~ m 00 61.410 IF IM-IJIIP 291,9.29S********** 291 U.UIM-I4C rI

IF-04 0 CDE I rJ10.012
0LOADLE*IPIBC292 IFJ I).EII-11I 127 -.17.117
NImI"K4- B16 IF ICOOIM1.IS 190.790.190R

ESNJT.MN- 30 ONTOI600

:1 C

A00 80 M1.N56 CONT IUE EMN BC
IF1011 I.INI8.O7 C

70 IFNUMO 1IOS.1INM5.4.000

GO :O 31 210 RIE11IBNIANMM.,AO .191

9C I... IN0 . L . .....................O. TO.. 92 D O D I 620. N00.31CAL MU OfTUIF ,1 11 I CONKPND :11110:1
IF414 meL.T 0.0) 00 TO20BNICDINI3130101
PAINT 001.9 37 CLLMEI YC.0.00AN.NU
KSHFT2A L- 60 O 002.

Do TO0 16 .Pui90AIN.~MIACM

92 CALL .51 21UAD.6 620 L WooI FI .MI.0.0NAD,.
if 1N 11. -011N.1,$.07 C

TOC 1[1.)-ol9.08 C CRECE FLOK LAS EQL OC S0AEADSIF I OE LC

10CNIU
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C 129 FlI .41'F.111.1.01I.9l*1(K,J)
IF IMM.Ill49P1 60.480,460 310 CO9TI rJ

.............................. 6 .......... ........ 00 It0 1.1.10
IF (3.040 F0. 01 00 (0100 00 DO40 K1.6
Iti1l? 1005. LOAD 1 I ff IHIK.Il 13.140.116
SfOP 13 0 139 4-.10

203C 19?14IP(AIC4( ~ 140 CONITINIUE
2004 FONAA 126HO09A0 V0 AREAICFE' NO-94 141 C
2 004 FORMAT IZ * 3.940 WIT 'III ' LLWRL 4 C FOAM RESIDUJAL STRfSS CONTRIBUTIONS$ TO THE LO)AMl

rho ISO 00 160 1-3-10
160 PoII.PilT.31'I,3l -SAI

2 *03.13 1.l -p1si $31 1

1 4f3l 114 -psi R'h S I
SUBROU4TINE T8ISOFIhl.JJ.KKI C

C C ACCELERATION LOAD%
COMMON9 N"4JPN1AEL.N0TMU'PC. ACEL.1.ACELY, .. VOL.T(9PlmffllE, C

1 "(01312),(.1 . ROII2l.XX9MII2l.8(490I.ZI0'VI.U8I9l0IUlI900l. CO.9.0(MTYPcI'f1II/ll.O
2 C00119001 .18C(204I.49Cl2011.,P4I200I,AMOLFI4.1010i,16oA0 00 170 1.1.3

1 l49. 1 01,R81434IZ(81.CI.4l,9116.10I .016.6I.F(4.10l.TP161 .03 I 01 P[IIPIJI-ACrLYC01.I

I R 38S t OCTl Vaf.s I ssI36701 C
C0(lCN /6A0&94~.V81A10.I6.0 C FOR14 STRAINE TRANUSFORMATIONMATRIX1
C O

(
M
0
ljO%TNSH L L X OflF

4
00lF4T1400I4.flT4('IP(TSTI400l. C

2 1 PSMST(4001. PP 41.4044. Nj 400 DO 410 1.1.6
C DO 410 J-.10
C 1. INITIALIZATION 410 H" , I.4II.9lI.jl.Hl!.j)
C C

L"11121 4 C EUR

C

z zi l 8If I

ZZII.ZZZI(1l COMMON8 hU-4P.N4f901,U"A.4VTJPC. ACELX.ACELY. M.VOL.TE,"P.MT'R(.Z114I.zzzl III HE(12). ((,21 01 121.T3§1121 R9ol.tC'FI,11 9ocl.uzf91,.
C 2 C00(19001 .I8C12001.J4?1201.PR(200).ANCLE(I41.'I(IOIlL8AD

181 00 300 1-1.6 COMMbOI A6O 81lZ11l53.0.P Gll194,'l,
00 90 J-1.10 1 ,4Ml6,1Ofl. 8l4I,ZZl4 .CIO.41,.l16.10l.0I6.4l.F(6.10l ,TI6I,X1130l
FII:.4l.0:0 2,(El73.IXl070.,1.(PSI67OI.(0AG1670l.8tSR$14),P(SIFTiLt.3).

90~~~3M S4l4*. r 8RSPFCy.NUJT.SIGSTl3.6701

10 10I,(0 J.6 6-lAAGMADPC"KBlO.I6.0
10C (. , CO(IMOM/JO19T/NSM([LL.:CD(000 .lFMSOI400I),FISO(40(.rP$TST(400I,

C 2 EPSIIST14001. PPPI8I14.MNi,
C 3. FOAM IMTEG(OALfiO?*Cmi6 C

C MTYPE.IXIN.1

0126l.ll1*C(.2lC FORM STRESS 5f8Alm RELATIONSHIP F0R PLANEt STRAIN
DI3.)l*TI CI (C4 4 D 05 K K11.

0 3 5 1~l11. 1 4 301 (((1Kl~I- ,I .MT9YPEI
0153.1.0II3C44.41 C
D46,4.61XIIllC12.21 C

C IF I"TA6141-21 8.48

108 00 330 3.3, 82 E E 3'. Et I
D0 310 I.1.4 00 To 84

SID DJ.11-II.Jl83 EE ll.CFill
CC
C 4. FOAM COIFFICIfmT-MISPLACrkFf TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 84 EIlEI(13-E212
C

D0I02.2I l-:Z4lIII/COA9 C. "' -,lCO40X
00I,0lIZZI)-212I/C""C13,211.C099*FE12)

0013.31II8821-88I3II/CO19 C12.2l.C(19
C C:2:3I1.0:0

A ~~00 320 1.]., 1. .

9l24l00C. I 1C 1

H 13.. DOI3. SS.SINIEPSIM' I

914,.3)* 003.1 CC.CoSsIFPSfMI I

9l,43.012l S2 SS S
320 M146.4.I.I1.ll3: C2 .CC-CC

C ROTATE UM(IIOUNS IF RFGUIPfl SCSSC

00 31 P.).? 01 I. C2

I'm IA Ef(ill 122.12S125 1.l41.- C

122 SIOIA.SIPIIANGLEIIII 021 C
COSA:COSlA.OLEI If 012.2).$2

00 2 1.6 042.11-.0

I1. KFOA 6 0082.411,ii ff94.93IJ3-Il Dll,3I-2.'SC

1254 K((341 -tE lhASIN.lllK14COSA D0.31.0.0
con MCI Pu[ 011.4I.-C2.52

(1(8FRM 0LEEN STIFF14ESS MATRIX 9IT'lo1(Ml 00 60111.

00 130 J-1.10 
H1 44.0DO 1)0 X1.6 008 SO r..3

... 00 .29 1.1. 0 NuMtIU
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C CALL OUAD

00 KK 1.. 3

ClI 1I.JJI.C I I I .JSI.DIK.It 1-1.'.JJ I1 ilI-11.BIjJ-I1
99 CONTIN1UE 120 P1ll3.bIJI

c C

*....................................... ..... ..*.A*1* 00DO ..

* .404... 00 150(1,
C 150 AR( R 1.9-1-6.0 I.lP I KI

IFINNE5.(0.0I GO T0 112 C
00 111 1 -1.3 COIN.SI9.9l-5II0.10I-$I9,10l.5Il0,91

III tSTA 1Ijj!RE1Of4IJ4IF ICO9lb 1%5.160.155

112 DO 113 IJ.1.1 PIIOI.I-SIIO,91.99111.SI9.91*99Il2111C066

RSIRStlljI*o; 160 00 M)0 1.1.6

c FORM4 OUAD41LA21fRAL STIFFNE(SS MATRI1X 00 170 K-1.10
k& C 170 201II.TPII1 ,$II,K)lPlI

ZZZISI.I- l.II2(.II,. C
00 9 14 991II*YTPIZI
0.111i4.04) 14112 1 II

9) z 9961mI 1.0 1,~ ORM101 (S

00 100 S1.1.10 176 00 180 1-1,4

00t 91 0.. 912111-10.0
9 0 I 6 1Jll0. 00 IstO ..

00100o JJ.1.10 140 SIGMIISIGMI.C4I,0I.1AR(
I"0 StII. M-I0.0 SIGIII11

90 11 1160010 .1

119 A1GLEIMI3COO(1JJ117.3 190 1101211I.lSIGII)

C FORM4 GAM STIPFFNESS C....................................

C C OUTOPUT STRESSES
IF 111614.2I-1)(404fl11 250.240.210 C ............ .....................

260 71111-1(16 C
1221..U161 CALCM3ATE PRI14CIPAI. S19(9115
M.9ItjI.91 II C

DZ.ZIJI-zlII ((.ISIII I.S101211/2.0
ItS96R'Z0*2 88.51011 II-S101211/2.0

91.ttt lll4lI/-2(Fl0Z L CR 152I8R'2.SIG1I1-l2

CALL TRIS2FII.2.51 510111.CC-CR
00 TO0 SBS18.elE. 0.) 00 T0 195

210 CONTIAU EPSII77?77.
C 0020o 196

VOL . 0.0 19s EPSI14 I '11$1111.89112.
IF 41.141. LI 00 T0 121 196 S1011.7 .E p111I

120 CALL M14l5F11.?,0I

911 1 A49111.t91421 44ft11111014611 M *A 1"I
* ~ ~~~ ZZI.ZZI. 22. l 3.0 1Ft5IGI 11 261.261.260

4VOL-FlM1 260 1476011412
IF IVOL.GT. 0.) RE2TURN1 261 IFISIGII 263.261.2.'

I R1J1414 262 14266181.3

12S CO14TMEJ 26C 04241
CALL 29152F16.l.11 C

ALL TISII) C ON

C CA LL 2PIS2FI.8.1C SIGT*1l.421
1F,1VOLO02. 0.l 00 T0 126 So s

PRI 1T0001 N IO-4S0IPII41GIOSIOl92I7)/
126 D0 140 1:-1.6 1 SIC .15101 6 9IlI5111/

00 180 JJ.1.10 IF (51041.I.T. 51071 G0 TO 104
IH(lI.JJI.66I ll.JJ)/.0114.O X .5SHLL

180 (9211411 1FAIL -1
C 140CO~tIUf G TO 104

110 RETURN4 290 TAUOCT 792lIS0~-5011.2
C I *ISIOI-$071.2
1000 F0RMAT 1 I NEG41ATIVE AREA. WE(14 MO.- 151 2*1607-II4l.1/0

(140 COMO' : E(141

(0148 * 116
ST214cm ON (24 C0N140'I 111 0('C1

IFI2AUOCT.L1STRESS4I 0 E0LL0

C COMNW .14,U"T.U4C CLCL, .O.EPNYE FAIL - I

1 10,111, 1,811 012,1412.99001.219021.UR1900I.UZI900I, 104 IF 1140RN1411 0.105.110

I ,~I.ll.RIl. ZI .C18.1Ilj Df1.10 .661 .FI6,ll.08 10 110 .NpRIIT.14pRINT-I

I1 19S.P9FAC2. 4 . SOS?. 6 0 101 POINT422001. ft.RRRISI.222111. M~GlII,.11.61.'IVAIL
C.,.671/fA1A14/1A.0.41LK8160,A1160.80l l00 CONTINIUE

CDP14/JOI42/NSILL.KCC000I.F14S2I800lFTSTI400l.fPS2STl8001 C
Z EPSIOST18001. PPPI8I,141414.1J 120 RETURN1

.0"0.0..." ** .......... ............. C
C (0992121 ELEME1252(31 2000 FORMAT8 171'1(L.140. 7X 161 7X 162 4K1 $NX-STRESS 41 $MY-S'PESS 3X

o .. .. I..0........................ 19HX--STRESS 21 Is14AX-IRE1SS 2X 10614114STRESS ?H ANGLE.
141114 .0 1 22 17H FAILED IF I OR 2

C 2C01 FP09141 7.2PS.2.lPSE12.6,,7P1F7.2.I10l
100 100 M.I.91J140LEN

C
W4AIL - 0

C C.X115 SUPIAOJTI14( I4ODIFY1A.8.14(0.-bA40.1.UI

IF 4142291. 02. 1411L61 60 T 1 00 01611411014 A4160.50). 111601

00 112 14.2.4I C
121 1IMl.CI(.141P1 D 5 12"IM
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(.11-w*7 ~~~2 COo(Iooo,.I6~2200 aC20 PT0I'0(. 0GII1*

IFI(I.1 / AO 25.1.5 s IABM In) I:ZZZSI1II.I0.P 1 tIm..1 1143'I.11.

235 K.11.11. S1 ,(s.P*FACT9 JSJT.SIG1I 1 .A7ml

2.0 Bl(I. ,(-Alm11.0~ 2i (8NT15IP -tl111

A111.11!*0.0

200 CONTINIUE IESO SI(1.0
A4 1.11 1.0 1 OUIVAL ENCE Isl0. 101.E511F110.lIl
81111.) It11501A1.1T1?
OfTURN DAA 1/.l..2..2.2..1.2,.l..1...2.1

C REAL. KS.(11.L

C
C*** **** *

C 8pi.AC, O;S'D. SBS(SFR'IT LCE BY B($TBSIIJI

SU8IOOEJTIME PA'ISOI If1119E5.0.0l GO T0 112
COPWI4N ,AAAG/,1.9u9$LKTl8t40I.AlI60.80 00 III IJ..3

C III ASYBS IIJI.B(S1019.Iii
1111. 80 G TO 114

AIfT V4 114 R5TASI4I.RTISI1I

110.0 126 IT1111.1l

Go~* * 080JIB III '

C MlOQJCl EOUAIIO-.S BY BLOCKS DZ.Zliji-2TII I

C VOL.*I
C 1. SHIIFT ALOC( Or FOUAIIO11', IFIlL.Ol GO TO 201

100 18-4.10 01.1-19
DO 125 41.4%11 CA- ..ATEAIAL PODPEN1IS

BET111.1 IFIKCOOf(hJ 41.01 (.0 -O '.0

DO 125 11.m1 GO To 4I
AIN 9.11.41(1.041 '0 Ksl511T

120 A I 4M. 4I.0.0 41 IFI9I1J.F0lG TO F S04

C (11.0.
C 2. READ NE(XT BLOCK OFrWIATIONS IN1TO COREXA.F0
C $0 Ifri(851511JIG F46.1ATIOGO TO 204

IF 1111J1'LK-0461 ISIT.ZO0.150 , . I 0.!K.
150 READ 191 IBII111I1..11.1119I204 CON? 't1.J

I F 11181 2C0.IOD.200 COMS.1$.t./4.
C CO"11lDIL/4

3. ACOE BLOCK~ OF EWIATIO11S C N11IIAL.Z
C Do 104 11-.8

200 D500 OON1.A.99 Pt I 1-0. 0
IF IA114.111 2!5;1010.22- DO 1 JJ;.;I..

DO 275 I2.40 DO 160 1-.,4
I A11 ILI 270.M7.210

210 , .11.Ll/"A111.T PPP JI.1RSTASII /2.

J-0 160 J.2'I-RSS4/Z

00 250 K(.11 D0 161 T.1.4
J.. 161 PPPII.l-_PPPII

250 (1l.JlAII.Jl-CAI1.K) 00201-. 4

275 CONTIN1UE 00 200 JJ-.4
0'T0 CONTINUEJ JS5 - 2-JJ-1

C .14 - Z*JJ
C 4. WRITE BL.OCK OF REfl(FO EQUATI011S 09 TAP! 2 EsT'I, I IS.JS1 - c0115.Afi-Il.
C 2M EMTFII9 IN $COd.AII.JJ)

IF WW1L4B1.0181 375.400.375 C ROAT TO (, LOB COOA'I11ATES

271) V111T (8 let), A1,lM2..l,1..% TAII.II.:DII

8 C BACK SLIBSIUI1 TA2 .0i

400 00 4530 '.1.044 DO 400 4411,4
" .91*1I _ 00 '10 11-1.8
DO"425 K.2.11M JJ.1 2-044-1
L.1.- 1(40 * ES'IF4IT.j.1l

a I" 1811 '10 ij.2'.l
450 A 611118l o 420 11-1,01

A11.9-I ij .2 . 4- I
IF (1181 475.500.47, TEMIP E STTFJJ,Ill

475 BACKSPACE B DO 420 XK1

BACKSPACE 11 420 ji 1JJ.1
GO T0 400 -no <ONTISuf

C .... * .. * . .* **ToO 401 1.1.,

C00-. .. 0.......................................... . . I .

500 0 I-.NML .01:1 Pji. 0F: j*T,2.p.T.
DO 600 41.1. f L(

00~~~~" 40 .1.11 03011 .'1A'. 4

400 BIK.II.41NBItn18.1

C

COWA9 11V9110.48(L .9*t#-AI .%V ( At A1, A. I,.4* . .0I M(DI2~ '~l~ Z0l~l19 1. 0* A. '<- 1. 1 ?'
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CmeloN/aA,4AA,*f"wLK.R I 6I I A160.601
COMMON/jOINTNSD4CLL.W.COOE14001 .FNsTIAO .fTsTionsl rSIST 1400).

2 toNslTI4001. PI.NO J

D3)MMSO6I V141OU4t4l
EAL L*.EN.ES

C 649fOOESTALIS4 DISPLACFFT)Ir ALONIG A4D NORML .10 JOINT
DO 500 .g9Nt

9rg AT..C.MSII&LLl GO TO SO0

PASTOR .PST IN) .fES 42)
4 DO 10 1 1.

I.IX)N.13
J. 12116.2)

L.SORIIOA.OORDZ.DZ

IESSI)G0. aO * O 2 0

.E. I.NATI

20IFICOSMSTIM.GT.EIG.NAT11GO T 0

GOTO 200
21KS - E15.0661)
zo 'PST.0 l*IJAI41,U6+3)-a1I

CCOWITE NORNAL AND S6EAR FORCE PER1 UNIT LENGTH AND CALCUL.ATE STRENGTH

FN.KNOEASIN),VsiT)
206s PT . KS EPST *PTST IM)

FISTI NI.PT
fmST(N).PNt
EpINfS IN )-EPSlfti4EP5NSTliN

EPSTSTIN).EPST * EPSIST1IN)
CJ . I3.MAT )
)4IJ. E14.MATS
PH, R: NJ-3.1'.159146/180.
SIREN *CJ*A5SIPNi)'SINiPNIRlCOSIPHIR)
KCOE4NI.0
IF fAvSlFT).LT.STNtE~l GO T0 210
(CCCI (16). 1

210 PRINT 1000.N.RJ.ZJ.PI.FTEPSINI.EPST.EPSSTI).EPSSTM)KCOOEIN)
S00 CONTINUE

RETURN
1001 FORMATIO) ELEN I4 v "MAL STRESS TANG ~TES NORINAL OISP TANG D0)50 CUMRO'OMN 0)5 CUM TANG MSA IESfARMD
1000 FORM4AT IISWSF.Z.6EIS.5.110O

ENO



APPENDI 2

JOINT IFl1U=LE ALAIMIS COMPUTER18
PROGRAM 11010 FORMAT llt6.IFO4 SFI.4

FORTRAN ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lo PRGA OGNEAESLSE T150IOLMO A IW RE50 TIII#12A46121HM' 07ftO ORIENTATIONS iX.23,1
IONTAN ROGRM T G~f!NAZ S1(SS% B KIRCH (KUTON OR GVTWFRE HI 4R CMENT (sF RADII 8x.rlC.4,P 17HOUTERMT 01hOWS 099F'10.41

FIELD PRESSURES FORCING A CIRCULAR TU0NNEL AND TO CALCUE.ATF Also PLOT THE 219RHOIREENT OF THETA &X.FIO.4/2HOORIZOKTAL PRESSURE suf..
ZONES OF 10NFLUENCE ARODI THE TUNNEL Of JOINiTS of A GIVEN ORIENTATIO14 32SHOVERICAL PRESSURE ?X,710.2I4KOPOISSONg.S RATIO 9.5.FIO.4/
AND A GIVEN COHESION ARC fRItCTIOm. PRODUCES A PLOT ON ON-LIasE PRINtERt AISHOSLOPE Of 12 TRACE 7X.FIO.4/

9,CNEStoR ISX.710.4/ SAHOANG4.E OF FRICT:0M

PROGRAM KIRSCH IINPUT.O.TPUT) 1002 FORNATtSHI.3X.24 L &I# 2H14 HX 2ip MN I
C 500) FORMATIS HO'3P 50.4z

COW"U SlOE. SlOT. S102. TAUXZ.rACTJIIO). C. T'(L1105. IACL211O2. 1008 FORUAIIO0I ON SIGn * F1O.4/5IHOSETAIIIS3 *51,10.11
I OCRESO). DC012IIoI. OCK1ICI. HEDIIZI, ItYPE.I05.101. 1020 FOAtMATIAE1O.45
2 NOVERAI6AI01, THIA94II. IPI.0T146..01 PPLOTIAW..171 ENO
I KNAZI4.1O. ElM. ER., PAD14O, N'JMJTM. Poll* SUBROUTINE JOIRTILIZ
DIMENSION CONTORIS1.19TA11O2 C
REAL IPLOT COOMMe sic, Ston. S102. TAUXZ,7ACTJCIOI C. OCL4SOS. I)CL2II01.

C I OCR...)$, OCM21101. OCMIIOI. HEDII?). ITYPE1OO.101.
C READ AND PfTft 0r CONTROL EN7~ORMATIOq 2 ROVERAIA.1011. THEIAIA8E. IPI.0T4.S.I01. OPLOT(46.5.10).

*C READ AND PRINT 0f CONTROL INFORMATION 3 I(MAXE64.503 1701, ER. RADER1s MUNJTM. PalR
599 READ S000.1HED111.5021.4p C

If lk*.GT.01 GO To 909 C OBTAIN SHEAR AR0 NORM4l. STRESSES ONt JOINT
READ !010. RWKIT. RADINEC. RADENO. THERE. P5. P20 GNU. S. C. PHI. C
IS SIGY1.BCTAI1I SIGN4.DCL2ILI@SIGX.DOMILI'*?RSI6T. DC42ILI*StG?#2.#OCR(L10DCLILI*
PRINT 1001. 1HOI...2.UU4RDICRI~s.TICP Z STAUXZ

I GwIJ..C.PHI ItRACT2oIDCLILI@SIGX.OCNILSOTAUXZS*02.IOCMILI4SIG,..2,IOCLILI
PRIRT 1008.51GY1.11FTAEII 1 tAUZZ*OCN1L)*SIGZ10*?

CC TAU . SORTIASS(TRACT2-SIGM0021I
C OETERINE1 DIRECTION COSINES FOR BETA ORIENTATION

DCN1I.1;COSINEIASIII93.121T.01 C FIND FACTOR Or SAETY IN JO1INT

OC'I I ISORTDCRZ1 IISISTR.C.SEG44TANIPHIRIl
DCL(II -SDCKNII 55 FITAUI 21021,22
DCIZI 33.S402'DCO(I 23 FAITJILI.5.E-14

C GO TO 2)
C GENERATE SEGA ARC S16 THETA FROM KIRSCH, SOLUTION 22 FACTJILI.SSTR/TAUJ

EIE1XIINAOCND-5.) RADIPIC141 23 RETURN
ETH-iFIX190.1THENC2+i C END
PSPPY of I I * 23* s SUBROUTINE PLOT

PER *3.5655927 / ISO. C~O 5t1 SlOT. SIGZ. TAUXZ.7ACTJIIOI, C. IOfLI1OI, OCI.21101.
PHIR P11 * PIR S OCNI5O..DC42IIOI, OCHIO. W-01121. ItYPEEIO?.10I.
00 1 J-1.ETH 2 ROVERA146#1011. THEI'A1461. IPI.0T1E66,OdI'I RPLOT146,.501.
twlj-II 2,20) 3 KHAE4.101. 5TH. IRl. RAI)ERD. NSAJTM. PHERt

2 701T1 41,004 DIRENSEOR A(1O11
60 To TEJ.I TNR4 REAL [PLOT

3 TETAIJ) MI I-1 HN
4 THETAR * PIR # THETAIJE EN - ETH*itTHE?? * 2.0 0 THETAR TINES - ER I RADEND - 1.01

S2 : StI14ETNETARI*@? C
C2 COSEITHETAR *2 C INITIALIZE PRINTING LIRF FOR PONDER ~
SC. SINITI4ETARIOCOSITHSTARI 00 900 L.1.NIINJTR00 05 to.E 00 91 1-210

9 OVERAIJ.11.5.0 10092 81115

GO TO 7 92 All) IN-
6 OVERAJ.EI.EOVERIAEJ. I-I IRADENC KUNT *

AD2 * 9I.0/RVERAIJ.E113t 2 CI
SIGRA *P5PP2 11:0 : AOD21 C PRIRT TITLE ARC UPPMER NORDER55648 P PIMP? 11.0 -RD2916.0-3.0*RAD211 COSETHET2) ASSIGNl 102 TO NExT
SIGN * S105* SIGNS 100 PRINT 101. NED. OCLILI. OCHELI, OCRfI
SIOTH4A * PIPP2 * f1.0 + RAD21 101 FORMAT IIHI///2)1.12A4/3G.34L *F10.4#1W N8 -F50.4.7N N *Flo
S IOTHS - PIMP? 0 11.0 # .O*RtAD2*RA&D21 0 COSITHET2S 1.4///)
SlOTH *SIOTHA - S101145 GO TO REXT
TAURTH * -PP * 11.0 # RAD24EZ.0-3.000A?11 SINITHET21 102 PRINT 103

C OBTAIN PRINCIPAL STREWSS 1IT) FORMAT SH21N5?X.230N.215NI
R.SORTIEISEGTN-SIGRI/2.5..2.TAURTH..23

SIGMISIIN#SG412.0300 DO 320 JX.5,ETH
SIGS.SEON*Rt J * IN - JR
SE. 5SIGN-4 IF EKNAXEJ.Lis SOS. 303. 305
SEG62-0.0 302 1 KK KNAXIJ.tl

C OBTAIN XYZ STRESSES 00 302 K-.X1SEGX.SEGOC2 - .9TAURTHASC * SlOTH45? I *IRPLOTIJ.K.Ll - 1.01 0 TIM4ES + 0.3
3102. SEGA'S? * 2.#TAI0NH'C . SIOTH#C? 162 All) - IPLOTIJK.Li
TAUX!Z;rI%1GTH-SIGRI4SC $TAURTH'1C2-S2I 303 IF COIUNT - 5,I 306. 106, 320'1SIG, 'E2 + StOVE 304 PRINT 303. A

C Cl?*OUTDETERHINE FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR SLEIMIOG ON JOINT 305 FOEMAT 18X.105A11

0O 101 L-..RIPJT'N 00 to 308
CALL JOENTILI 306 PRINT 307. T"ETAIJ1. A. THETAIJI [C ](.7 FORMAT 1SXJ2.0.T.51 AI, F1.0 I

C ASSIGN A VALUE TO ITYPE. 1 17 IN ZONE OF SLIP,. 2 OITOEIE ZONE AOUNT - I
AC 3n8 IF IJ - 2) 120, 110, 313

IF EFACTJELI - 1.01 80. 80, I1 310 00 311 1-2.100
80 ETYPEEE.LI 1 311 AEIl - Iii-

60OTO 101 00 31? 1-1.101.5
81 ITYPEIL2 2 312 Aill - lHlA
lot5 CONTINUE GO TO 320-C ENO Of IN LOOP 115 0O $16 1-2.100
it CONTINUE 016 All) - 2H4

C 320 CONTINUE
C ESTABLISH COORDINATES FoRl CONTOURS PRINT 1011

00 31 L.2.NUMJTH C PRINT VALUES 07 PLOTTED POINTS
K. ASSIG 1 6# 00 to NEXT

S0O3 I.2.IR GO TO 100
IF 1ITYPEII.LI- ITTPII.5,Lll 25. 30. 23 '00 PRINT 601

21 IPLOTIJ.E.L2 * 1HZ All1 FORMAT I?55.'THETAIAT.,0EHR/'A~I5I1
GO TO 24 00 410 J-101TI

2s IPLOTIJ.K.Ll * SHI 17 IKNAXIJ.LII 410. 4111 402
26 IIPIOT(JE.Ll - ROVERAIJ.1-1I 402 CL - KMAX1J.LI 1K - Kol PRINT 403. T4ETAtiJ, liRFIOTIJE.LI, C-l.CCI
90 CONTINUE 603 FORMAT fI2x0R.1
91 KMANIJ.Ll * K-1 610 CONTINlUE

C C
C ENDOf JLOOP 900 CONTINUE

I CONTINUE RETURN
CALL PLOT END
CIO to 199

999 RETURN
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